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NO GUTS NO GLORY

RAFFAELE FURS
& BOUTIQUE
After years working in the fur industry in Italy, Raffaele
Raimondi came to the United States in the 1970s, first moving
to New Orleans and earning a position as a furrier in Godchaux’s
fur department.
Afte later settling in Lafayette and coming off a failed business, Raimondi asked himself what he was the best at, and the
answer was furs. The year was 1979 and that was the start of
Raffaele Custom Furs. “I looked around at what was here, and
I knew I couldn’t compete with those selling furs, but I knew
I could do service,” recalls Raimondi. Still, it wasn’t easy, and
it wasn’t until a freak accident when a driver lost her brakes
and plowed through his store window, that Raimondi says his
business took off thanks to the media coverage. “That was the
catalyst. That put me on the map because now everyone knew
there was a furrier in town,” he says.
Even with the added notoriety, he made the choice to
add women’s clothing in 1983 thus creating Raffaele Furs &
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Boutique. “I had to make a decision,” he explains. “Do you want to
compete with one or two people at the top or 50 stores?” As a result,
Raimondi offers an exquisite selection of clothes, cocktail dresses,
and gowns while still creating custom furs along with providing fur
storage, restyling, and cleaning.
“For the clothes, I have the philosophy to get the best for the price
and the best in terms of longevity,” he says. “I try to think of clothing
as an investment where you can buy a top you can pair with several
bottoms and have three or four different looks. I also like items that
you can pull out season after season and it still looks fresh.”
Today, you can find two Raffaele Furs & Boutiques. One is located
in Baton Rouge in the Bocage Village and the other in the South College Center in Lafayette. As far as the future, Raimondi says he plans
to keep going as long as God gives him life. “I don’t think I would be
happy being retired.”
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HOT TOPIC

NEW JAIL
SITE?
BY AGENT DWAYNE FATHERREE

As steps move forward with several new
developments that will drastically change
Downtown Lafayette’s skyline, another potential opportunity has dropped into the mix.
Lafayette Parish Mayor-President Josh
Guillory, along with several Lafayette Parish
Council members, have been exploring the
possibility of moving the 37-year-old Lafayette
Parish Correctional Center operation to a 21acre site next to the Lafayette Parish Sheriff’s
Office training facility on Willow Street. That
would leave the current jail site, which occupies two and a half acres of real estate in the
heart of downtown, open for development.
What could be built on the existing jail
site is still up in the air, as is the plan to move
the jail. Although the council approved an
ordinance to relocate the facility at its first
meeting in August, it is still years from being
built. That means the current jail will be in
operation for quite some time.
Many municipalities have struggled with
the cost of providing for their jails. For parish
governments, the jail is one of the operations
that is required to be funded under the state’s
constitution. That has led to a $2 million to
$4 million expense for the Lafayette Parish
Government in recent years, as other state

and federal funds have dried up. In fact, the
argument between Lafayette Parish Sheriff
Mark Garber and the Lafayette Consolidated
Government over jail costs is still in court.
The new facility would allow for expansion,
with a footprint almost 10 times the one the
current jail occupies. It would also let the jail
be built as a single-story facility, eliminating expense, and making it more efficient to operate.
It would also allow the jail to increase its
capacity. The old structure was designed to
hold less than 350 inmates. But it continues
to operate with more than twice that number
of people being held, oftentimes turning away
arrestees because there is no space to fit them
within the existing jail pods.
The new structure would come with a
price tag of somewhere between $70 million
and $90 million, according to very preliminary estimates. But even with demonstrated

need, there is resistance to the move. After
the council approved the ordinance to move
ahead on the new jail, the local chapter of
the NAACP released a statement decrying
the move as “a constant reminder of despair,
attacking our (North Lafayette residents)
mental health,” among other arguments.
“These White local elected officials colluded to bring this major decision through
a Cajun music artist, Councilman Kevin
Naquin,” the statement read. “Kevin decided
Dr. Martin Luther King Memorial Parkway
(which is a portion of Willow Street) is the
best site for a maximum-security prison. Not
a state or national site selection firm. He decided. The mayor was silent. The sheriff was
silent, One Acadiana silent.”
The statement went on to ask officials to
disclose their plans for the site. “We know
you know!” it concluded.

Seeking a second opinion?
Reach out to us today at Bentley & Company.

(337) 235-6233 | www.bentleyadvisor.com
714 East Kaliste Saloom Ste D-2, Lafayette, LA 70508
Acadiana’s Premier Place for Advice in Wealth Management.
Securities and Advisory Services offered through Prospera Financial Services
www.prosperafinancial.com | (800) 444-4428 Member FINRA/SIPC
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PERSONALITY PROFILES

JACOB PAUL GUIDRY

Alias: Big Hoss
Age: 38
Status: Married to Carliss Guidry
Occupation and company name: Owner, Tree
Guardian USA
City you live in: Duson, LA
Favorite secret agent? Harry Tasker – True Lies. Perfect
mix between brains and brawn.
Personal motto? The Pioneer’s Creed: The cowards never started. The weak died
along the way. Only the strong survived.
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: Spend time with family in the pool or get out
to one of the bars and coffee shops.
One thing you’ve always wanted to do: Bring my family to Europe and Asia to
see the history of the world and give our kids a foot forward knowing that we are
truly blessed in this country.
Something about you that most people don’t know? Every tattoo I have is
linked to a person in my life. Right arm is dedicated to my fallen brothers I served
with, and my left is for my family and wife.

DONNA VIATOR

MILITARY SPOTLIGHT

CALEB MORSE
Caleb Morse is a man’s man. Not only is Morse a U.S. Army
veteran, he also is the founder and owner of The Rustic Renegade.
Located in northern Lafayette near Carencro, The Rustic Renegade
is a gun store, but also a place where, according to their website, men
can “find value and purpose again.”
Morse enlisted in the Army straight out of high school because
he says serving in the military was what he had always aspired to do.
Morse served on active duty from 2003 until 2008 and as a part of the
National Guard from 2008 to 2010 and again from 2014 to 2018.
While in the Army, Morse was a truck driver, MP, and front site for
artillery mainly in overseas postings from South Korea to Iraq.
“In the military, I learned who I was,” says Morse. “It gives you the
opportunity to learn exactly what you are made of and capable of. You
realize the mind tends to give up long before the body does so you
become more of who you should be.”
Upon returning to the States, Morse opened The Rustic Renegade
using many of the same principles he learned while serving in the
Army. “I took the same leadership style I had in the military and the
same mindset and applied it here. I empower my employees so they
know how valuable they are. Same as in the military,” Morse explains.
“Every single piece of the machine is valuable. So, I want those who
work here to know how necessary they are to the operation.”
Morse says that he wants to continue giving people purpose,
direction, and a place to belong through his shop. “We’re here to
show the grown boys of Acadiana what real men look like. We want to
show them the difference between what everyone else does and how it
should be done,” he exclaims.
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Age: 33, and that’s my final answer
Occupation: Mortgage Loan Partner
Company: Pemberton Mortgage Group
City you live in: Youngsville, where life is sweeter.
Favorite Secret Agent: The Pink Panther. He’s
adventurous, mischievous, and always gets the job done.
Personal Motto: Be kind whenever possible. It’s always
possible.
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: EAT. My goal is to try every restaurant in
Acadiana. I have a list. If I haven’t made it to your restaurant yet, don’t worry, I’m
coming. I also love live music.
One thing you’ve always wanted to do: Live in an Airstream camper and travel
the country.
Something about you most people don’t know: I’m obsessed with tools. I love
repurposing thrift store finds. This gives me reason to use my tools and give life
back to dusty flea market treasures.

RENEE LEBLANC

Alias: Blessed to be called NaeNae by my
grandbabies.
Age: 47
Status: Engaged to Jonathan Habetz
Occupation and company name: Utility Billing
Supervisor for The City of Youngsville
City you live in: Scott
Favorite secret agent? Mrs. Smith (Angelina Jolie)
Personal motto? Everything happens for a reason. If it is meant to be, it will be.
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: Attend festivals and try new restaurants.
One thing you’ve always wanted to do: Swim with the pigs in the Exumas.
Something about you that most people don’t know? My first name is Danyelle.

KYLE SHERMAN

Alias: Shermanator
Age: 54
Status: Single
Occupation and company name: Trial attorney at
Brandt and Sherman LLP / trial consultant and instructor
at Trial Structure
City you live in: Arnaudville
Favorite secret agent? Jason Bourne
Personal motto? You can accomplish ANYTHING you envision yourself
doing…..so dream big!
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: Exploring restaurants, fishing, and enjoying
the outdoors, especially on horseback.
One thing you’ve always wanted to do: I am looking for what’s next!
Something about you that most people don’t know? I rapped with Tone Loc
and he saw some of my friends later and remembered one of my rhymes!
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DAY IN THE LIFE

YOU’VE BEEN LAWYERED

Mandated Auto Insurance
Do you have an automobile? If so, is it insured? For every vehicle
that is licensed and road worthy, Louisiana has compulsory insurance
requirements mandating automobile insurance coverage. Louisiana
not only requires automobile insurance but also mandates the minimal
amount of coverage required. The current minimum insurance required
is only $15,000/30,000/25,000 which represents an increase from
$10,000/20,000/10,000, that took effect January 1, 2010. The purpose
of the state’s compulsory automobile insurance requirement is not to
protect the owner of the insured vehicle from liability (although such
protection results), but to provide compensation for persons injured by
the operation of insured automobiles. What most may not be aware of is
the fact that there are penalties for not maintaining automobile insurance.
Among the penalties are revocation of the vehicle’s registration and cancellation or impoundment of the vehicle’s license plate and criminal sanctions for operating a motor vehicle without insurance. Another penalty for
failing to maintain automobile insurance is the “No Pay, No Play” penalty.
In this regard, Louisiana’s “No Pay, No Play” law imposes an additional
penalty to the owner of an uninsured vehicle to the extent that should
such an owner be involved in an accident (regardless of fault) and sustain
injuries and/or property damages, any such owner forfeits recovery of
the first $15,000 of any injury claim and similarly forfeits recovery of any
property damages to the extent of the mandated minimum property damage coverage limit.
The stated purpose of the legislation providing for “No Pay, No Play"
was “to achieve a significant reduction in the premium rate of motor
vehicle insurance” and “to encourage all persons who own or operate motor vehicles on the public streets and highways of this state to comply with
the [compulsory insurance law].” Thus, the beneficiaries of the law were
intended to be citizens of the state and insurance companies providing
insurance coverage in the state. It is debatable whether the citizens have
benefitted as anyone who has insurance can attest to the high costs of automobile insurance, but there is little doubt that the insurance companies
have clearly benefitted by the increase in the number of policies issued,
not to mention receiving a “windfall” in not having to pay the claims of
those who are uninsured yet injured. Thus, the common reference to the
law being Louisiana’s “No Pay, No Play” law.

CITY MARSHAL
REGGIE THOMAS
BY AGENT DWAYNE FATHERREE
City Marshal Reggie Thomas will
end up in the history books – at least
those written about Lafayette. The noparty candidate prevailed in a December
2020 runoff, becoming the first Black
official ever elected to a citywide
position. Since his swearing-in ceremony
on January 8, Thomas has been focused
on serving the community.
The city marshal’s office carries out
orders issued by Lafayette City Court
judges, such as serving warrants and
notices – everything from criminal
arrest warrants to eviction notices, judgments, and subpoenas. Thomas
and his staff are also responsible for maintaining security within the
Lafayette City Court building. A typical day for Thomas begins there.
“I walk the building to make sure everyone is where they need to be.”
Next, he meets with staff to address their needs. Finally, he
addresses warrants. Criminal matters are of top concern. “Has a
warrant been issued for domestic violence or driving while intoxicated?
We want to execute those orders as soon as possible.”
Even though city marshals are fully commissioned officers with
the authority to make arrests, Thomas says service – rather than
enforcement – is the focus of his department. One his first acts was
to create a cooking team. He got the staff together and asked for
volunteers. "It’s really working for us. We’re getting out into the
community, cooking, and feeding people.”
As another community outreach effort, his office organized
a backpack drive to help families with back-to-school supplies.
Deputies collected and distributed 700 book bags to students.
He has also helped expand a local community relations board to
include Lafayette’s police chief and the sheriff. The group meets with
community leaders once a month to find out what residents need.
Under Thomas’ leadership, the department is in the process of
regaining its national accreditation.
He’s also working to increase the visibility of the Marshal’s Office.
One step is to rebrand all the office’s vehicles, getting rid of the
“stealth” markings, going back to more traditional white and blue
logos and graphics.
“Sometimes, people have to realize what the purpose and policies
of the City Marshal’s office really are,” Thomas said. “Arrest is not
always the answer. We want to help people when we can — and a lot
of people need help.”

CLÉ SIMON
Simon Law Offices
122 Representative Row, Lafayette, LA 70508
337-232-2000
cle@simonlawoffices.com
For many decades I have carried on the family tradition of restoring lives
throughout the local communities and throughout the state of Louisiana. At
Simon Law Offices I have proudly embraced this tradition and strive every
day to continue the legacy. Simon Law Offices, Cajun Strong and restoring
lives throughout Louisiana one client at a time. I am Cle Simon, your official
personal injury lawyer….if you have been injured I’d like to help.
Cle' Simon
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Thomas is in the process of getting rid of the subdued “stealth”
markings applied to the City Marshal vehicle fleet in favor of more
traditional and visible decals.
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337.999.0269

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

ColliganCrematory.com

Immediate Cremation Starting at $1495

121 Park Center Drive | Broussard, LA 70518

Q U A L I T Y.
C L E A R LY.
Drink Responsibly.

RACING IS THE ONLY BEST THING IN THIS WORLD
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Stars of
Southern Spain
BY AGENT TAYLOR GEIGER

If you saunter down the street between the hours of 2 and 8pm on
a typical simmering, summer afternoon in southern Spain, you might
think the town is deserted. Everyone retreats indoors to escape the
relentless sun and temperatures which regularly rise above 100. The
scene changes rapidly after 8pm though, the time when restaurants
and bars begin to reopen, and the sun finally starts to set. You might
need to readjust your sleeping schedule, but it’ll be worth it to partake
in the Spanish nightlife, sip a refreshing evening sangria, and indulge
in tasty tapas on a picturesque town square beneath the palm trees.
Although southern Spain boasts many attractive beach towns
with long stretches of soft sand and calm waters, there are also many
historical and cultural gems to be discovered. Seville and Granada
are the top two stops you’ll want to include on your agenda if you’re
interested in more than a fresh tan and frozen cocktails. However, you
can find those as well when lounging at one of the many hotel rooftop
pools in these two cities.
Granada’s Alhambra is iconic and famous due to its well-restored
palace and fortress complex which serves as a beautiful example of Muslim art in its final Europeans stages. The Alhambra complex is huge, and
you can easily spend an entire day exploring every part. Although the
Alhambra has a long history dating back to Roman times, it was particularly enhanced during the rule of Ferdinand and Isabella, who based the
Royal Court there for many years. The Alhambra is also the site where
Christopher Columbus received royal endorsement for his expedition.
Granada also has a large Cathedral dating back to the 1500s which
is pretty inside and out. Grab a table at one of the many terraces with
a Cathedral-front view to take in the sight as you sip a coffee or cold
beer. Granada’s wide boulevards give way to hidden courtyards and
picturesque parks lined with bars and restaurants, perfect for hopping
from one to the next all evening.
Seville is the other star of southern Spain you won’t want to miss.
Similar to Granada, Seville boasts its own historical gem in the Royal
Alcazar, a palace whose upper floors are still in use by the royal family
when they visit the city. You might recognize some areas of this palace
from the TV show Game of Thrones which shot many scenes showing
off the detailed architecture, courtyards, and gardens. Also similar
to Granada, Seville boasts a Cathedral, but Seville’s Cathedral is one
of the largest of all medieval and Gothic cathedrals; walking around
inside, the size is certainly impressive. You can also climb to the top of
the Cathedral’s twelfth century La Giralda tower, for the best view of
the city and its surroundings.
Seville is also known as a foodie destination, with several cooking
classes and tasting tours on offer. We enjoyed one of our favorite meals
in Spain at the romantic Casa Manolo Leon. Request a table in the
colorful courtyard, lined with tiles and filled with plants. The waiters
are attentive and happy to suggest items on the menu to satisfy your
taste; but don’t miss an order of the croquettes if you’re looking for an
appetizer which melts in your mouth. After dinner, find a seat at one
of the trendy bars surrounding the Setas de Sevilla, a massive wooden
architectural gem which lights up and plays sound at night.
While Spain’s southern coast is a lovely summertime getaway spot,
these historical and cultural stars of the south make memorable additions you won’t want to miss.
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National Getaway

LOST IN PARADISE:
CORAL GABLES
BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA
In the award-winning city of Coral Gables, Florida, you can
find an unequivocal oasis that’s sure to sweep you off your feet
to the point of tranquil euphoria. Banyan-lined streets and a sea
of palm trees are just a mere smidgen of Mother Nature’s lush
influence in this paradise, and augmenting this hypnotic scene is
a myriad of stunning Mediterranean Revival architectural jewels
that dot the landscape. You’ll quickly feel as though you’ve
entered a European city drenched in tropical grandeur.
Coral Gables is one of America’s first planned communities and is a near-perfect example of the 1920s’ City Beautiful
Movement. Thanks to its founder, real estate developer George
Merrick, this unwavering development remains steadfast today
and is supported by strict zoning laws. The city’s Historic District and a plethora of structures are on the National Historic
Register, and more than one thousand properties are on the
Coral Gables Register of Historic Places.
It’s no wonder the who’s who of Hollywood and several
U.S. presidents have immersed themselves in the depth of offerings provided by this unsurpassed mecca. The magnificent
marriage between the architectural wonders and immeasurably
warm people cohesively exists amid this tropical backdrop.
This intrinsic dynamic will leave you spellbound and planning
your return trip the second she welcomes you into her arms.
After a quick non-stop flight from New Orleans to Miami
and a ten-minute Uber ride, voila-- you’re there! While traversing
through the city and viewing the stunning historic landmarks,
lush green spaces, ornate plazas, and fountains, I knew without a
doubt Coral Gables was going to be an extraordinary experience.
Indeed, it was my experience at the legendary Biltmore Hotel, a National Historic Landmark, which solidified my expectations. Upon arrival, I received the most innate, genuinely warm
welcome from the bellmen, a first impression that set the tone
for my entire experience. Unpretentious character and warm
hospitality oozed from the staff all the way up to the hotel’s
director of marketing and communications, Freddy Hernandez,
an unassuming and professional leader. Despite working within
an opulent hotel that suggests The Great Gatsby, the sincerity of
the staff makes one feel warm and immediately at home.
You will long for nothing at the award-winning Biltmore,
as its luxury amenities, offerings, and eateries are unparalleled.
One of the hotel’s crowning glories is its unforgettable Roman
Empirical style pool-- the largest hotel pool in the United
States—which was used in many Hollywood films, some starring the legendary Esther Williams.
While it will be hard to tear yourself away from this historic
castle, it’s the perfect home base from which you and your
family can enjoy the plethora of unsurpassed experiences
unique to Coral Gables. (Tip: The Coral Gables Chamber of
Commerce is the city’s official welcome center and is an invaluable resource). Those awe-inspiring discoveries and more from
the enchanting Biltmore will unfold in upcoming issues. For
now, take my word. This is a destination not to be missed in
one’s lifetime.
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Biltmore Hotel Ballroom Ceiling

Biltmore Hotel’s Iconic Pool, Coral Gables, Fl

Coral Gables’ Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden
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ROAD TRIP

Queen Anne Reigns
in Natchitoches

Queen Anne Bed and Breakfast, Natchitoches

BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA

Queen Anne Bed and Breakfast Parlor, Natchitoches

Tiffany Shackelford Hymes Presenting Breakfast
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WIDE VINYL, FLOATING CLICK-IN PLANK & MORE
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LIKE US ON FACBEOOK
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OPEN
MON-FRI 9A-6P
SAT 10A – 1P

Strolling down the sleepy streets of downtown Natchitoches feels
as though you’ve been dropped into a picture-perfect postcard from a
bygone era. It’s no wonder she’s been the backdrop for several movies
including the award-winning Steel Magnolias.
Southern charm oozes from every corner of downtown Natchitoches, the oldest permanent settlement from the Louisiana Purchase.
Her magnolia-lined streets, stately homes, and the hypnotic scent
given off by her lush surroundings are captivating and sure to make
you forget the stresses of the day.
Natchitoches is home to the legendary Christmas Festival, but
even more noteworthy, perhaps, is how welcoming the community is.
It seems everyone you meet wants to invite you into their living rooms
for a chat.
The shopping is prime, from boutiques to antique stores that line
scenic Front Street along the banks of the glistening Cane River. (Tip:
For your convenience, these businesses will have your items shipped
to your home). You will be enamored by the eclectic and quality offerings that cater to everyone’s tastes. (Tip: Be sure to carve out extra
time to explore the time capsule of Kaffie-Frederick, Inc., where you
can purchase items of today and yesterday).
Hungry? Be sure to dine at Mariner’s Restaurant and Maglieaux’s
Riverfront Restaurant. At Maglieaux’s, the most-stunning views of the
river can be seen from outside tables on the upper or lower decks.
Without a doubt, one of the crucial decisions one makes when
visiting Natchitoches is choosing where to stay; that home base will
set the tone for your adventure. It’s hard to go wrong when making
your selection of bed and breakfasts; however, I hit the jackpot when I
landed a room at the Queen Anne Bed and Breakfast. The key to the
front door and to my room was placed on a table outside this stately
Victorian home, and as I turned it and walked through the threshold,
the atmospheric music seemed to cast its spell on me and whisked me
away to another place and time. (Tip: While all the rooms are unique
and beautiful, if available, reserve the Library Room, the Blue Room, or
the Queen Anne Room). Sitting in the rocking chairs and porch swings
on the bottom veranda and on the balcony is a must.
Without a doubt, the welcoming and charismatic Tiffany Shackelford Hymes holds the key to making your experience at the Queen
Anne unlike any other in Natchitoches. Her warm spirit is beyond
refreshing, and she holds a wealth of information and recommendations
for your Natchitoches vacation. Her breakfast presentation will knock
your socks off as you tempt your taste buds on the most scrumptious
breakfasts offered in these parts. (Tip: Angela, who oversees the Queen
Anne and its sister B&Bs, is beyond accommodating and, if available,
will give you a quick tour of their other properties).
Greatness can’t be rushed and from her tours to indulging spas,
you’ll need a few days to really enjoy Natchitoches’ unmatched offerings. I recommend this because my two-day visit was too short. And
for this reason, I cannot wait to return to her welcoming arms and be
rocked away once again by her bliss.
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Top Four Signs You’re Ready to
Purchase a Home
BY ADRIENNE FONTENOT, CEO, ACADIAN HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
One of the biggest purchases
an individual will make in their
lifetime is a home. Preparing
to buy a new home involves
research, planning, and a commitment to own.. If you’re
financially fit, it may be one of
the many signs that you are ready
to buy a home.
YOU’RE SEEKING OUT A
SOLID INVESTMENT
If you’re looking for a good
investment for your future other
than the stock market, you’re not
alone. A recent study by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
found that most households view
housing as a good investment in
comparison to the stock market.
Many homeowners count on
their home equity to fund retirement, their children’s education,
and other important needs.
YOU BUILT UP YOUR
SAVINGS
During the pandemic, many
Americans spent less money on
discretionary items, such as travel
expenses and dining out. With
ample savings, you could have the
funds for a down payment and
closing costs towards a new home.
While conventional wisdom is to
save 20 percent for a mortgage

down payment, there are other
options available. The amount
needed for a down payment
depends on the type of loan and a
lender’s requirements. You’ll need
to do some research to find out
what option works best for you.

be available to you. Borrowers
with scores in the low 600s and
even high 500s can still find lenders who will qualify them, but as
a borrower, you should strive for
scores in the mid- to upper-700s
to land the best rate.

debt-to-income ratio (DTI). Your
DTI is what lenders use to evaluate how much of your monthly
income is devoted to debt payments. Lenders want to know if
you can pay back a loan and prefer
individuals with a low DTI.

YOU KNOW YOUR
CREDIT SCORE
Your credit score will impact
your mortgage terms. The higher
the score, the more financing options and lower interest rates will

YOU’VE PAID DOWN
YOUR DEBTS
Not only have Americans
saved money during the pandemic, many took the opportunity to
pay down debts and lowered their

To learn more about the
benefits of homeownership or
to find a Louisiana-state licensed
contractor to help you build the
home of your dreams, visit: www.
acadianhba.com.

Local bankers that are here for you!
Visit us in Lafayette or Youngsville today.
Cindy Herpin
Lafayette
Branch Manager
NMLS #1889221

Ellen Ponson
Youngsville
Branch Manager
NMLS #781813

115 Verot School Rd., Lafayette | 2480 Youngsville Hwy., Youngsville | NMLS #41157
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The Lumber Lowdown
CONTRIBUTED BY PAUL EMRATH, SENIOR ECONOMIST WITH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME
Changes in prices for softwood lumber
products that occurred between April 17,
2020, and July 8, 2021, have added $29,833
to the price of an average new single-family
home, and $9,990 to the market value of an
average new multi-family home, according to
the National Association of Home Builders’ (NAHB) latest estimates. The increase
in multi-family value, in turn, translates to
households paying $92 a month more to rent
a new apartment.
At first glance, the latest estimates might
seem high relative to recent declines in framing lumber prices, but there are a couple of
factors to keep in mind.
First, even after the recent declines, framing lumber prices are still roughly twice as high
as they were in April 2020. Second, framing
lumber is only one of the softwood lumber
products used in the average home. NAHB’s
estimates also include plywood, oriented
strand board (OSB), particleboard, fiberboard,
shakes and shingles — in short, any of the

products sold by U.S. sawmills and tracked on
a weekly basis by Random Lengths.
Moreover, unlike framing lumber, prices
of these items have not declined substantially
in recent weeks. In fact, since April 2020, the
price of softwood plywood has increased by

more than 200%, and the price of OSB has
gone up by nearly 500%.
At the prices reported by Random
Lengths on April 17, 2020, the total cost to a
builder for all the softwood lumber products
was $16,927 for an average single-family
home and $5,940 for an average multi-family
home.
Prices to home buyers go up somewhat
more than this, due to factors such as interest
on construction loans, brokers’ fees, and margins required to attract capital and get construction loans underwritten. As explained in
NAHB’s recent study on regulatory costs, for
items used during the construction process,
the final home price will increase by 14.94%
above the builder’s cost.
Moreover, even before the latest round of
increases, many households at the lower end of
the spectrum were being squeezed out of the
market for new homes by relatively high prices.

Our insurance plans keep you
covered for all of life’s good,
and not-so-good, moments.

Providing personal and commercial insurance
solutions to customers across Louisiana and the
Gulf Coast region for three generations.
We’re committed to ensuring that you are
getting the best policy at the best price.

Contractor: Rodney & Shirlene Bender | Carencro, LA 70520 | Solisbuilders.com

PERSONAL PLANS
COMMERCIAL PLANS
HEALTH & EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PLANS
www.stielinsurance.com • 337-233-5022
2205 W Pinhook Rd, Lafayette, LA 70508
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TECH TALK

Six Uses for Your Old, Extra Computers
When you’ve upgraded to a new computer, the old one is a bit of a dinosaur. You paid
good money for that desktop or laptop and
disposing of it feels wasteful. To help, we’ve
provided six solid ideas for how to repurpose
your old, extra computers.

5. DONATE

If the computer is in decent condition,
donate it to a school, library, charity, or other
non-profit. Of course, before doing so, you’ll
want to clean it up by:
• Backing up and deleting old files.
• Considering “Zero-filling” your hard
drive so data cannot be recovered.
• Reinstalling the operating system so it is
usable by the recipient.

1. TURN IT INTO A KIDS’ PC

Make the computer available exclusively to
your young ones. You can set the device up
with parental controls software to:
• Limit the sites they can access.
• Control when and for how long they can
use the computer.
• Restrict them from downloading without
your approval.
• Monitor their activity.

2. MAKE A PC FOR SENIORS

Turn the computer into one geared for older
family members. Optimize screen display color
contrast for those with poor vision. Make the text
size bigger and set up the use of voice commands.

3. CONVERT TO STORAGE

Storing documents, videos, photos, and music

6. SELL PARTS
on your computer takes up a lot of room. So,
turn that extra computer into a media storage
device to keep your new computer in top
shape. Think of it as an external storage device
with much more capacity than a thumb drive.

Get value from that extra computer by parting it out. This is a good idea when the computer is no longer working and can’t be used
as a backup machine. In some cases, parts sell
for more than complete computers.

4. SHARE A PRINTER ON THE NETWORK

Kevin McBride is the
owner/technician of Hub
City PC Repair (337205-4860) and owner of
Advanced Medical Billing
(844-424-5537).

If you have a printer that connects via a USB
cable, you can generally print from that computer only. You can turn your old computer
into a print server that shares the printer over
the network. This way, any computer on the
same network can make use of the printer.

Largest Showroom in Louisiana

Residential and Commercial
installations and repairs

www.acadianagaragedoors.com 7040 Johnston Street Lafayette, LA 70503 337-981-3670 Mon - Fri: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
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THE ROCK FINANCIAL

Life Insurance at
Various Life
Stages Part 2 of 4
Your need for life insurance changes as your life changes. When
you’re young, you typically have less need for life insurance, but that
changes as you take on more responsibility and your family grows.
Then, as your responsibilities once again begin to diminish, your need
for life insurance may decrease. Let’s look at how your life insurance
needs change throughout your lifetime.

We are more than just a weight room!

GOING TO THE CHAPEL

Married couples without children typically still have little need for
life insurance. If both spouses contribute equally to household finances
and do not yet own a home, the death of one spouse will usually not
be financially catastrophic for the other.
Once you buy a house, the situation begins to change. Even if both
spouses have well-paying jobs, the burden of a mortgage may be more
than the surviving spouse can afford on a single income. Credit cards
and other debt can contribute to the financial strain.
To make sure either spouse can carry on financially after the death
of the other, both of you should probably purchase a modest amount
of life insurance. At a minimum, it will provide peace of mind knowing
that both you and your spouse are protected.
Again, your life insurance needs increase significantly if you are caring for an aging parent, or if you have children before marriage. Life
insurance becomes extremely important in these situations because
these dependents must be provided for in the event of your death.

YOUR GROWING FAMILY

When you have young children, your life insurance needs reach a
climax. In most situations, life insurance for both parents is appropriate.
Single-income families are completely dependent on the income
of the breadwinner. If he or she dies without life insurance, the consequences could be disastrous. The death of the stay-at-home spouse
would necessitate costly day care and housekeeping expenses. Both
spouses should carry enough life insurance to cover the lost income or
the economic value of lost services that would result from their deaths.
Dual-income families need life insurance, too. If one spouse dies,
it is unlikely that the surviving spouse will be able to keep up with the
household expenses and pay for child care with the remaining income.
Content provided by: Forefield
Article Sponsored by: Asset Mark
For Appointment: David L. Mire
106 Sears Drive, Lafayette, LA 70503
Direct: 337.593.3195
therockfinancialgroup.net
Securities and investment advisory services offered through Royal
Alliance Associates, Inc. (RAA), member FINRA/SIPC. RAA is
separately owned and other entities and/or marketing names, products or
services referenced here are independent of RAA.
Not FDIC Insured - May Lose Value - Not Bank Guaranteed
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Hurricane
Preparedness
HOW TO PREPARE YOUR HOME
FOR A HURRICANE
1. Cover or brace windows – Measure your
windows and purchase plywood that matches
using brackets to hold in place. Taping windows
does nothing to help in a hurricane.
2. Place sandbags in front of entryways – Locate
sandbagging locations and have enough on hand
before the storm approaches to place in front of
all doors.
3. Secure the yard – Be sure to pick up, bring in,
or tie down anything outside that can become
airborne in a storm.
4. Inventory items – Keep an inventory of all
valuables with lists (including serial numbers)
and photos. This will make it easier for insurance
claims or if anything is stolen after the storm.
5. Scan important items to a USB drive – Scan
documents such as insurance papers, birth and
marriage certificates, and photos of items in
your home to a flash drive for backup in case the
originals are damaged or destroyed.
6. Trim trees – Trim any tree or shrub that can fall
or otherwise damage your house.

EMERGENCY
NUMBERS

GENERATOR SAFETY
Location

• Always keep generators at least 20 feet away from
your home.
• Never operate a generator in an enclosed space.
• Make sure the generator has three to four feet of
clear space above and on all side proper ventilation.
• Keep generators away from door, windows,
and vents.
• Always direct exhaust away from your home.

Use

• Always use grounded cords and inspect cords for
damage prior to use.
• Use the proper cord for the wattage being used.
• Always use GFCI protection.
• Make sure to start/stop the generator when no
electrical loads are connected.
• Keep generators dry, do not operate when wet,
and refuel when cool.
• Do not overload generators.
• Do not plug a generator directly into your
home, and connect items being powered directly
to the generator.

• 311
to report LUS outages,
street flooding, and
drainage issues
• 291-5700
to report downed power
lines and other electrical
issues
• 888-275-3626
for SLEMCO power
outages
• *577
to report state highway
emergencies
• 511 OR
888-ROAD-511
for road conditions and
road closures
• 211
for disaster resources
• 337-291-5075
- EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
LAFAYETTE PARISH
• 337-234-7371
- RED CROSS
• 337-706-1232
- UNITED WAY
SPONSORED BY
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Pink Pages
HOW TO MAKE SELF-EXAMINATION A PART
OF YOUR CANCER SCREENING

BREAST CANCER FACTS AND FIGURES

• 1 in 8 women (about 13%) will develop invasive breast cancer in
their lifetimes.
• In 2021, an estimated 281,550 new cases of invasive breast
cancer are expected to be diagnosed in women in the U.S., along
with 49,290 new cases of non-invasive (in situ) breast cancer.
• About 2,650 new cases of invasive breast cancer are expected
to be diagnosed in men in 2021. A man’s lifetime risk of breast
cancer is about 1 in 833.
• Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among
American women. In 2021, it’s estimated that about 30% of
newly diagnosed cancers in women will be breast cancers.
• A woman’s risk of breast cancer nearly doubles if she has a
first-degree relative (mother, sister, daughter) who has been
diagnosed with breast cancer.

BREAST CANCER SYMPTOMS

Different people have different symptoms of breast cancer. Some
people do not have any signs or symptoms at all.
Some typical symptoms include:
• New lump in the breast or underarm (armpit).
• Thickening or swelling of part of the breast.
• Irritation or dimpling of breast skin.
• Redness or flaky skin in the nipple area or the breast.
• Pulling in of the nipple or pain in the nipple area.
• Nipple discharge other than breast milk, including blood.
• Any change in the size or the shape of the breast.
• Pain in any area of the breast.

• Make it routine. The more you examine your breasts, the more
you will learn about them and the easier it will become for you
to tell if something has changed. Try to get in the habit of doing
a breast self-examination once a month.
• Get to know different areas of the breast. Different parts of
the breast will feel differently.
• Start a journal where you record the findings of your breast
examinations. This can be like a small map of your breasts, with
notes about where you feel lumps or irregularities. Especially
in the beginning, this may help you remember, from month to
month, what is “normal” for your breasts. It is not unusual for
lumps to appear at certain times of the month, but then disappear, as your body changes with the menstrual cycle.
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TAKING IT ONE
DAY AT A TIME
Sheraka Knight
BY AGENT SARAH BLACK
“One night I was taking a shower and felt a massive lump in my
right breast that had appeared from nowhere and I thought, ‘Where
did that come from?’” For 37-year-old and mother of three, Sheraka
Knight, that Friday night was the beginning of a cancer journey that
moved quickly. By Monday of the next week, her primary care doctor had called her in for a mammogram and within a week she was
scheduled for a biopsy.
Following a wait for the results over Thanksgiving, she got the
outcome she didn’t want. “When the doctor said it was cancer, I
didn’t hear anything after that. All I could concentrate on was the
traffic outside,” recalls Sheraka. However, once she came back to
herself, the nurse gave her a piece of advice Sheraka still follows
today. “She asked me what I was doing that night and I mentioned
I was going to cook dinner for my son. She said that everything I
have planned, I should still do it and not look past today, but rather
take one day at a time,” Sheraka explains.
Since her diagnosis, Sheraka has had numerous lymph nodes
removed as well as a double mastectomy and chemo, but even that
didn’t slow her down or dampen her attitude. “It was hard at the
beginning, but I still did everything I needed to do as a mom, and
I would show up to chemo treatments looking fabulous and having
as much fun as I could.” says Sheraka. She and her children even
competed in the recent Games of Acadiana coming in with a sixthplace finish.
She tells other women who are facing similar situations to keep
their head up and not let it take the best of them. “Don’t tell everyone,” she advises. “You don’t want a lot of negative energy and stay
away from the Internet. Be around positive family and friends and
do what your doctor tells you.”

A BREAST CANCER
BLESSING:
Mary Beth Harrington
BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA
“Last year, I was scheduled to have my mammogram and
ultrasound, but it was canceled because of Hurricane Laura. My
18-year-old son Barrett kept telling me I better reschedule,” recalls
fifty-year-old breast cancer survivor, Mary Beth Harrington.
Barrett had reason to be concerned because Mary Beth had a
biopsy in 1995 that came back benign. Since then, the mother of
three hasn’t wavered from her routine mammograms and ultrasounds until last year.
“When I rescheduled, unfortunately, I had suspicious lesions
that came back as cancer. As a result, I decided to have a single
mastectomy of the left side, but I’m very fortunate that I didn’t
need chemo. I also have minimal side effects such as joint pain and
fatigue from the Arimidex which I’ll be taking for the next few
years,” she explains.
Mary Beth says her friends, family, and Catholic faith were the
ultimate blessing during this challenging time. “I was completely
shattered by the news and more so for my family than for myself.
Prayers and faith got me through it, and I think God did this for a
reason. It made me wake up and appreciate life more and not worry
about the small things, and it made me grow deeper in my faith and
with my family. I tell people don’t pray for me, pray for other people
who have it worse than me.”
With that, she hopes everyone heeds her advice. “I have no
history of breast cancer in my family, and I do not smoke. It goes
to show you that you never know. If my son didn’t encourage me
to have my screenings, I would have put it off. Instead of my mass
being stage one, I hate to think what would have happened.”
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‘EVERYTHING IS
GOING TO BE
OKAY’
Dreama Jo Smith
BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA

A REASON FOR
EVERYTHING
Jana Comeaux Rouly
BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA
It was August 13 of last year when 51-year-old Jana Comeaux
Rouly went for her annual mammogram. “For the past 10 years,
I’ve always been leery because my cousin who was the same age had
breast cancer. I also have fibrocystic breasts and I knew it was getting worse,” she explains.
Rouly’s fears that something wasn’t right were confirmed when
she received a phone call the next day asking her to return. “They
continued taking images, and I just started crying because I knew
something was wrong.”
Jana’s results were not the outcome she wanted. “It showed I
had invasive mammary carcinoma with mixed ductal and lobular
cancer. I was so angry when I was first diagnosed because I ate
healthy, I exercised, and I did my mammograms every year; but
cancer doesn’t pick and choose.”
The doctor explained all her options. “A lumpectomy was not an
option, so I had to go with a single mastectomy. However, I wanted
a double mastectomy because I didn’t want cancer to appear in the
other breast because that’s what happened to my aunt.”
Subsequently, that surgery for peace of mind wasn’t initially
covered by health insurance. It wasn’t until after her left mastectomy
that additional testing showed an increased risk for cancer in her
right breast that she was able to have a right mastectomy as well.
Today she has a new normal. “I do a lot of journaling and two
books that have really helped me are Jesus Calling and Jesus Always.”
Her motto is faith over fear and when she gets scared, she repeats it to
herself. “I thought I had strong faith before all this, but I really have a
strong faith now. I know there’s a purpose for everything.”
“August 18 was my cancer free ‘canniversary’, and my husband
and I went out to eat. I can’t believe it’s been a year, and I want to
celebrate every year. I hope and pray that I’m not one of those statistics where the cancer returns, and I don’t think that fear will go away.”

49-year-old Dreama Jo Smith’s breast cancer diagnosis is still
fresh in her mind. “It took me by surprise; I never thought it would
happen to me.” The legal assistant and CrossFit trainee is physically
fit and has always maintained a nutritious diet. “My advice to everyone is to get your mammogram because it can happen to anybody.”
Dreama reflects on the Sunday before receiving her diagnosis. “I
was in church, and I knew the results were coming Monday, and I
felt such a sense of peace. I felt God telling me everything was going
to be okay.” That Monday she received the call at work, and when
she returned to her computer, the Christian song ‘Everything is Going to be Okay’ was playing.
“I had five masses, and four of them were stage one and the fifth
one was stage two. So, the good news was that I didn’t need chemo
or radiation and that the doctors got all of it during my double
mastectomy. I’m very thankful.”
While waiting for her reconstructive surgery, the hardest part for
Dreama is not being able to do her normal activities that include
daily workouts, bowling, and riding bikes with her son, Ashton.
“God took me out of my season of working out, and I’ve had to
learn to be still, and that’s been very hard.”
Her faith has carried her through the challenging journey. “I walk
through this with Jesus. At this stage in the process, I trust God and
I’m not fearful because I know that every day is ordained by God,
and no matter what He puts you through, you’re going to be okay.”
“I’m so blessed with my family and friends because without them,
I would not have gotten through this. They have been amazing. I’ve
met a lot of wonderful people on this journey that I did not know, and
it helped me a lot because they are walking through the same thing. “
Dreama ponders aloud, “Maybe this happened to help me to slow
down, maybe it happened to change my perspective on things. I’m still
working on the why, but I always say God has a reason for everything.”

EXPERIENCE MATTERS
DR. HUGO ST. HI LAI R E | DR . STEP HEN J DELATTE
AC ADI ANA'S MO ST E XPE R I E N CED
BR EAST R E C O NST RUC T I VE SURGEONS

BEAUTY REFINED
33 7 -2 6 9 - 4949 | DR DE LAT T E . COM
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THE CUTTING EDGE
Both deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary
embolisms (PE) are life-threatening conditions that can
occur in the young and the old. A DVT occurs when a
blood clot forms within a vein typically located in the
leg. These clots block blood flow and can cause painful
swelling. A pulmonary embolism results when a DVT
clot breaks off and travels through the venous system to
the lungs. It is estimated that hundreds of thousands of
Americans are affected by DVT or PE each year.
In the past, the typical treatment for both DVT and
PE has been to put the patient on anticoagulants to
try and keep additional clots from forming while also
hoping that the body slowly dissolves the clot on its
own. However, according to Dr. Ankur Lodha with the
Cardiovascular Institute of the South, that treatment puts
approximately one percent of patients at risk for internal
hemorrhaging and brain bleeds. “That is just not an acceptable risk,” says Dr. Lodha. “The first rule of being a
physician is to do no harm to the patient. As a result, we
need to find a new way of treating these conditions.”
Even if the patient’s body and medicine are able to
eliminate the clot over time, Dr. Lodha says that approximately 33 percent of those affected by clots will suffer from
life-long complications such as persistent leg pain or swelling where the DVT occurred. Additionally, those suffering
from a PE can experience permanent lung damage. Both
issues can severely affect the patient’s quality of life.
However, Dr. Lodha says new treatment for both
DVT and PE eliminates many immediate and future
health issues by promptly removing the whole clot. “New
treatments for both DVT and PE involve devices being
threaded through the veins or into the lungs to capture
and remove the whole clot,” explains Dr. Lodha. “This
can be done right on the bed, in one session, and with
no need for the patient to visit the ICU. Additionally, it
eliminates the need, in most patients, for future medications thereby reducing the risk of internal bleeding.”
According to Dr. Lodha, there are multiple companies
that manufacture devices capable of removing clots such
as ClotTriever for DVT and FlowTriever for PE. Additional companies such as Penumbra offer smaller devices
and there are others called ClotHunter and QuickClear.
Dr. Lodha says each will safely and effectively remove
the clot. However, each procedure needs to be done in a
timely manner. For DVT, they should be removed within
three to four weeks and within two to three days for a PE.
“I think it’s important for those who experience
clots or family members of those with clotting issues to
contact their physician and explore these options,” says
Dr. Lodha. “As physicians, we sometimes rely on what we
learned in medical school, but there are new procedures
available, and I believe it is important to educate doctors
on the newest methods.”
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RESTORE THE
HEALTH AND
BEAUTY OF
YOUR LEGS

Varicose or spider veins
can be treated by your
cardiologist
Our cardiologists treat the underlying cause
of venous disease with minimally invasive
methods to give you relief.

Schedule a consult today.
No referrals necessary.

Scan the QR code to
learn more about the
health of your legs.

Schedule your appointment at cardio.com.
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Sugar’s Effect on COVID
What’s the number one food choice when
a person is stressed? SUGAR! During stressful times, sugar can seemingly bring comfort…
and no doubt 2020-2021 has been packed with
stress, with many of us turning to food as a way
to cope.
According to a Ball University survey, 31
percent of people found the pandemic increased
stress, which affected their eating behaviors and
decreased their diet quality. People reach for fats
and sugars to lessen stress in their lives. However, the opposite usually happens.
Sugar… and let me make this clear… we are
talking about ADDED sugars … not natural
sugar found in fruits, actually add stress to your
brain. Sugar and added fats are very inflammatory and cause blood sugar dysregulations. The
swing in blood glucose (up and down) affects
your adrenal gland hormones sending you into
a fight or flight mode. Your prefrontal cortex in
the brain shuts off and you become “HANGRY”. Your neurotransmitters made in your
gut (your body’s second “brain”) throw your
emotions into a downward tailspin and you will

become sadder and feel lonelier.
So exactly which sugars and fats are we talking about? Read the INGREDIENT label and if
you see any “oil” added then don’t buy it! If you
see any high fructose corn syrup, dextrose, fructose, or sugar added (I don’t care which kind)…
then DON’T BUY IT! Don’t cook or bake
anything that you have to add sugars or oils to.
Ensure your day starts with protein such as a
protein smoothie of at least 20 grams of protein.
Your day will go MUCH better. Also ensure that
every three to four hours you are getting a little
bit of protein to keep your blood sugar stable and
be less likely to want sugar for an energy boost.
Marie Pace is the author of WHAT’S
HEALTH, a local Doctor or Naturopathic
Ministries & owner of
THAT’S HEALTH located
at 3522 Kaliste Saloom Rd.
in Lafayette. She can be
reached at 337-989-0572 or
through her website: www.
ThatsHealth.com

Fight the Flu.
Get Better Together!
Whether you need a flu shot or rapid flu
test, we’re here for you. We also offer
rapid testing for COVID-19, strep, and RSV.
Together, we can slow the spread.

Check our website for flu shot updates!

LourdesUrgentCare.com
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Check-In
Online

Walk-In

Schedule a
Virtual Visit

Give us a follow:
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Vitamin B12
The Hidden Hero
Are you getting your recommended daily vitamins and minerals?
Sometimes, it can be hard to tell! Deficiencies can show themselves in a
plethora of symptoms and can even lead to more severe complications
if not properly addressed. Some vitamins are essential for optimal function but are not produced naturally by the body, such as vitamin B12.
Vitamin B12, otherwise known as cobalamin or methylcobalamin, is a
water-soluble vitamin that is beneficial for many different things including supporting the normal functioning of nerve cells, red blood cell
formation, and DNA synthesis. Lacking vitamin B12 can cause fatigue,
anemia, tingling in your hands and feet, memory loss, and more.
Luckily, there are multiple ways to meet healthy vitamin B12
levels; you just have to find what works for you! Vitamin B12 can be
found in certain foods such as meats, eggs, dairy products, and fortified foods like cereal. It can also be taken orally. However, not everyone meets their body’s requirement of vitamin B12 through their diet
and some people cannot properly absorb vitamin B12 supplements.
This can happen with non-methylated vitamin B12, which is when the
vitamin needs to be converted by your body to an active state. When
seeking out a vitamin B12 supplement, try to find one that is methylated. Methylated B12 is a form of the vitamin that is already in its

active state, which makes it more biologically available to your body
and easier to absorb and utilize.
Injections are an excellent delivery method for methylated vitamin
B12 and are super convenient! Depending on the instruction of your
health care provider, injections can be once a week or once every few
weeks. They can be administered by a Board Certified physician or
their trained and supervised PA-C or nursing staff. This can be great
for those who forget to take daily supplements or need a potent,
methylated version of vitamin B12. If you think you are deficient in
vitamins, request blood work from your physician. Simple changes to
your lifestyle, such as making sure you are getting proper vitamins and
nutrients, can help you feel your very best!
Dr. Christopher Hubbell is a board-certified
Dermatologist with over 25 years’ experience in
Dermatology and Aesthetics. He is the founder of
Hubbell Dermatology & Aesthetics. Contact him at
337-989-7272.

WEDDING RECEPTIONS ~ REHEARSAL DINNERS ~ COCKTAIL PARTIES ~ BANQUETS
PRIVATE FUNCTIONS ~ BUSINESS MEETINGS ~ CORPORATE EVENTS ~ AND MUCH MORE
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GET MOTIVATED

Rest If You Must, But Please Don’t Quit.
Right hook, left hook, jab, uppercut!
Even though these are boxing terms; this is
how life can feel at times: getting hit from all
directions. The good news (or maybe not so
good news) is that everyone gets hit at one
time or another in life. You are not alone but
it’s not the getting hit that matters, it’s what
you do after you get hit. In a boxing match,
every participant expects to get punched
during the match. It would be ridiculous if
you watched a boxer get hit once and quit or
surrender the fight.
Sounds crazy, but that’s what some people
do in this fight we call life. We’ve all done it
at one point and have had to suffer the consequences of quitting. Whether it was quitting a
marriage, a job, school, or the pursuit of our
dreams; we realized in the end that maybe we
should have stuck it out and kept fighting.
Quitting is the single most devastating act
that a person can make the majority of times.
Quitting always results in having to start over.
Of course, some things are beneficial to quit
HB21-008Mag-7.7x5.pdf
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realize how close we were to things changing
for the better and how close our breakthrough was. The regret of quitting is literally
more painful than the actual act of quitting all
together. There are things you desire for your
life but there are also mountain-sized obstacles you will face along your journey. Despite
those obstacles, don’t quit. Continue to fight
going forward no matter what. Remember
the reason you started and keep going. Stop
for a moment, pause for a second, and rest if
you must, but please don’t quit.
such as drugs, an abusive relationship, etc.,
but that’s not the quitting that I’m talking
about. No one quits a life draining drug addiction and complains about being sober. I’m
speaking of a person who begins a worthwhile
journey with high expectations but when
unforeseen obstacles arise, they quit and do
not see it through.
Most of the time when we quit we don’t

Kyle Vidrine aka “The Dream” is a professional speaker and author of “Wake Up The Winner In You.” Kyle speaks to schools and businesses
to teach leadership, mental
toughness and personal
development. Contact him
at kyle@thedreaminspires.
com or visit thedreaminspires.com

9:40 AM

Your New Home Starts Here.
LOOKING TO BUILD, RENOVATE, OR REFINANCE?
C

Expert lenders make all the difference. Home Bank is here for you with

M

experienced lenders who can facilitate conventional mortgages or help

Y

you establish a home equity line of credit. Whether purchasing a home

CM

with improvements or renovating an existing structure, buyers can

MY

ﬁnance up to 80% of the as-completed appraised value and the cost of

CY

renovations. With a new construction loan, buyers can ﬁnance up to

CMY

90% of their loan-to-value with a builder contract.

K

337-237-1960 | home24bank.com
Approval subject to Home Bank credit and other criteria. Home Bank NMLS #483958
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Maybe it’s
YOUR THYROID

So if you’re having symptoms like: low body temp,
fatigue, aches and pains, joint pains, weight issues,
slow wound healing, depression or anxiety, poor
memory and focus, sleep issues, frequent infections,
allergies, autoimmune diseases, headaches, low
libido, infertility, low or high blood pressure, constipation, digestive issues, poor vision, dry skin, hair
CHOLESTERO … they all
loss and even HIGH CHOLESTEROL
point to a lowered thyroid function (despite what thyroid hormones you are on!) and adrenal gland fatigue!
If you’ve been taking Levothyroxine or Synthroid…
you’re taking T4 only hormones for your thyroid.
Your medical doctor is most probably only monitoring your TSH ("Thyroid Stimulating Hormone" which
is NOT even a thyroid hormone!). No one is bothering to look at the real FUNCTION of your entire thyroid system: TSH which stimulates the gland into
action and then the resulting Free T4 hormone that
converts into Free T3 & Reverse T3. Your doctor
might be ASSUMING that all those hormones are
being made correctly… (we all know how much trouble we get into when we “assume” anything!!). And
sadly no one is checking your actual adrenal gland’s
function.
The only way to determine the full FUNCTION of
both your thyroid AND adrenal systems is to test
them properly. The only way to FIX your thyroid and
adrenal systems is to eat an anti-inflammatory diet &
supplement each of the glands with targeted
support. That’s our specialty!

Whether addressing COVID 19, Epstein Barr virus,
Gut/digestive problems, Anxiety, Menopause, Infertility,
or any hormonal issue, we can offer you natural solutions
utilizing Hair Tissue Mineral Analysis, Saliva adrenal hormone
testing, Food allergy & sensitivity testing, correct thyroid serum
blood tests, and one-on-one holistic counseling.
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008 MAKEUP TIP

How To Find
The Perfect
Foundation Match
Forget your face and neck for a minute. You need to look at the
color of your chest to get the perfect foundation match. The goal is to
have everything flow beautifully with no harsh lines.
Your neck is hidden by the sun, so it’s always going to be much
lighter in comparison! If you don’t take the color of your chest into
consideration, your face will be disconnected from the rest of your body.
Take a photograph of yourself outside or by a window to see how it
looks, but don’t use the flash.
Also, if you have dry skin, stay clear from powder foundations
because they tend to highlight textured skin. Dry skin does great with
dewy foundations and lots of moisturizer! If you have oily skin, stay
away from the dewy look (unless that’s the look you like) because it
tends to make you look oilier. Oily skin does best with a foundation that
is matte or a powder foundation.
Morgan Alexis Esthetics
Medora Salon
337-573-7128

Local Resident Wins
National Pageant
Proving it is never too late to follow your dreams, Youngsville
resident Christen Tauzin recently won the title of Mrs. All-Star United
States 2021. The national pageant promotes community service, volunteerism, healthy lifestyles, and patriotic ideals.
While Tauzin competed in pageants at a young age, she put her
ambitions on hold following marriage and children. However, it was
her youngest daughter who pushed her to get back on the pageant
circuit with the Mrs. All-Star United States event.
Her victory in the pageant not only included the overall crown,
but she also brought home the title of Ms. Congeniality and won the
swimsuit competition. “I was surprised to win because several of the
contestants had competed in the pageant before. But I wasn’t going
to let that stop me from giving it my all and I went in with the goal in
mind to be the best version of myself I could be,” says Tauzin.
The pageant consisted of an interview, swimsuit, evening wear,
and an on-stage question that allowed her to promote her platform of
promoting women in technology. Tauzin will spend the next year of
her reign attending various events while promoting the pageant as well
as her platform.
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LASER SKIN
REJUVENATION
it is the only laser device that has
been shown to change the
expression of genes associated
with aging, longevity, and
increased lifespan.
Book today for clearer, smoother,
younger looking skin.

RESULTS
NOW.
RESULTS
FOREVER.

Zero downtime
Long-lasting results
Fast treatment
Effective on all body areas

WE ALSO SPECIALIZE IN:

CALL NOW TO BOOK: 337-446-4100

H O R M O N E R E P L AC E M EN T TH E R A P Y
I V N U T R I E N T T H E R A PY
HY D R A F A C I A L S
I NJE C T A BL E S
A ND S O MU C H M O R E !
008MAGAZINE.COM September/October 2021

www.advancedantiagingcenter.com
5040 Ambassador Caffery Pkwy
Suite #100 •
Lafayette, LA 70508
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CAROLYN BERNARD SORCI
What do you do for exercise? I play tennis and ride my bike in our
neighborhood.
Are there any specific exercises or training machines you find
especially effective? Every morning I do weights and floor exercises
with an exercise band.
Tell me about your diet. What kinds of foods do you eat? During
the week, I eat mostly fresh fish and chicken with fresh vegetables and
fruits and no white foods. On the weekend, I enjoy all food. However,
I always avoid fast food.
Tell me about your skin care regimen. I have regular checkups with
a dermatologist. Every other night I use Retin-A cream. After washing
my face, I use vitamin E oil on my face and always use a moisturizer
after a shower.
What do you do to alleviate stress? Traveling anywhere with my
adorable husband! Having faith in God and saying novenas!
What keeps you looking and feeling so young? What’s your secret?
Always being positive and no negative thoughts! Having a loving
relationship with friends and family. Giving instead of receiving!
Smiling and telling everyone good morning and you get smiles back!
Texting my grandkids good morning and goodnight messages!!!

of Youngsville

at 8:30pm

1st Place Prize

Bottle of Patron

2nd Place Prize
Fajitas

3rd Place Prize

Large Margarita

HappyHour
Buckets of
Beer Specials
Domestics $18
Imports $24.96

Located next to Sugar Mill Pond 200 Brookdale Blvd Youngsville, La. 70592
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JOSEPH DOHMANN
Age: 73
What do you do for exercise? I use the machines and do
everything once a week.
Where do you work out? Red’s
Are there any specific exercises or training machines you find
especially effective? All of them are great, just all are not great
for your joints and injuries. If it hurts, don’t do it. Find a different
machine at a better angle with less pain. And I like 10 minutes on
the heavy bag after a workout. A bodybuilder needs this!
Tell me about your diet. What kinds of food do you eat? Cereal,
raisins, four prunes, and yogurt to start on Monday for breakfast.
Tuesday, I start with two scrambled eggs, two slices of bacon, and
two pancakes with a protein drink and Ensure. On Wednesday, I go
back to cereal. Each day for lunch I eat chicken breast and baked
potato. At night, I’ll have a fig, peanut butter, and cheese sandwich
with milk. And two cups coffee in morning to get cranked up for
another day in life while you still can move around and make a
difference in the world.
Tell me about your skin care regimen. I have had enough sun in
my years so, I cover up with gloves, long sleeves, and a wide hat on
the tractors and always wear sunglasses. I have a light beard, so I
don’t use a cream or lotion.
What do you do to alleviate stress? I work out at Red’s, cut grass
on the tractor, raise amaryllises, feed two horses, and plant trees.
What keeps you looking and feeling so young? What’s your
secret? My mom lived to 102, so that may have something to do
with it. I have a full time job delivering drums of oil so I have to
work out to maintain my body strength to do my job.
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2817 Johnston St. Lafayette
South Coll

7602 Old Hammond Hwy Baton R
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ce 1979

337-234-0900 • 337-234-0544
lege Center

Rouge 225-926-0121 • 225-926-0110
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TEAL

BY AGENT
DARREN DIGBY

BETWEEN STORMS
2020 Season Cut Short with High Tides

All the details were well planned out and had been for weeks. We
had plans for where we’d be, the strategies involved, and who would be
coming along for the teal season opener of September 2020. Critical
details like when to leave the dock, and what was on the nightly menu
had been meticulously laid out. One thing we hadn’t planned for was
being in the National Hurricane Center’s infamous cone of uncertainty
for the weekend.
Indeed, in the final days leading up to the September 12th opening
day, the realities of a potential landfalling hurricane in southeast Louisiana were setting in. Hurricane Sally was looming off our coast with
forecasts of a landfall right through our hunting grounds of St. Bernard
Parish, sure to send birds every which way with extremely high tides.
Prior to landfall, rain chances had crept higher as the forecast certainty
came together. Opening weekend was looking to be a bust.
Perseverance ultimately won out, however. We were going to be
sitting in the blinds for the first day of teal season, with all kinds of wind,
rain, and (likely) high water. Sure enough, tides were about two feet
above normal as we heading out during what appeared to be a window
to hunt before the heavy rains arrived. Thankfully, the teal largely did
their part and were on the move making for a solid start to the season,
even if it came with the drenching rain we had hoped to beat.
For the second day, however, even higher tides had scattered the
birds to higher ground and left us with an empty strap to take home.
Probably for the best, as we were headed back to camp early to pick up
boats and other gear and found ourselves boarding up doors and windows instead of posing for pictures with the day’s haul. Not exactly what
you daydream of in the offseason.
Such was all too often the case for the duration of the 2020 hurricane season, with our coast heavily impacted from one end to the other.
And despite catastrophic loss of homes, livestock, and other property,
hunters persevered. In southwest Louisiana, hunters waited in line at law
enforcement checkpoints for overnight curfews to lift in order to race
down to the launch and head to the blinds.
Between Hurricane Sally and persistent east winds from other skirting storms, much of my 2020 teal season was lost; par for the course on
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a year that included a pandemic and one of the worst hurricane seasons
on record. Fortunately, though the total number of hunts was cut nearly
in half of my usual pace, the season was bookended with memorable
hunts. Nature is funny that way, throwing you challenges, but then also
giving you just enough to keep coming back.
The last day of the season found me sharing a blind with my cousin
on the White Lake Wetlands Conservation Area. True to its storied
history, the teal were plentiful, and the traditions of all things southwest
Louisiana waterfowl were just as they should be. In nearly a blink, the
hunt was wrapped up with limits in hand before the alligators could
snatch them, and our guide pointed the boat back to the shed with the
sun just peaking over the horizon.
We watched as group after group of migrators flew in all directions
as we rode in, a fitting scene to wrap up what had been a chaotic (and
stressful) couple of weeks. That’s the scene that plants the seed for the
next year and has us fired up to chase them again this month.
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from the ground up
www.dougashy.com

LAFAYETTE • RAYNE • NEW IBERIA • COVINGTON
VILLE PLATTE • BREAUX BRIDGE • LAKE CHARLES
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CAJUNS
FOOTBALL

008 SPORTS

Cajuns Coach Has
High Hopes for Season
BY AGENT IAN AUZENNE

The Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns football team is
seeking a second straight Sun Belt Conference Championship and, with it, a shot at
a New Year’s Six bowl game. The Cajuns
began their campaign September 4 at Texas.
We spoke with Cajuns’ associate head coach
and strength and conditioning director Mark
Hocke to get a preview of this year’s team.

008 Magazine: You get to see the team
from a different perspective as the head
strength and conditioning coach. What
do you do on a day-to-day basis as the
strength and conditioning coach?
Mark Hocke: I’ve always felt like the

strength and conditioning staff was somewhat
at an advantage because the best way to build
a relationship and to develop people that
you’re working with is time. Time’s the most
precious asset for all of us and being a strength
coach we’re around the players as much--if not
more–than anybody in the building. I think
for me personally, as far as our strength staff, I
think a big piece is not only developing them
physically to play the game at a high level for
whatever their skill set calls for, make you bigger, stronger, faster, make them more efficient
runners and movers so they can play their
position optimally, but also to develop them
mentally. I think there’s a way of going about it
year ‘round, that you’re kind of filling up that
well and feeding their mind, if you will, on a
daily basis, being very intentional about the
way they think and how they think and how it
affect the way they act and affect the bottom
line and affects their results.
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So that’s the way I see it. I think a lot of
times to be successful in life, you got to do
things that most people aren’t willing to do.
And I think in football some of those things
might be the way you train, whether it be
practice or lifting, conditioning, (or) running.
That might not always be the fun part. I think
our strength staff is tasked with making them
love what they don’t necessarily like to do. I
think Mike Tyson said that’s what discipline is:
learning to love what you don’t like to do. I
think that’s what you have to do as an athlete if
you want to be more skilled and tougher than
your opponent. It’s all about how you, your
mindset, and your attitude towards the work
that comes with improvement.

008: The offensive line was nothing short of spectacular last year. Ken
Marks was named to the Earl Campbell
Tyler Rose Award Preseason Watch
List. He’s just one of many pieces in
the offensive line puzzle that was first
in the league last year and seventh
nationally in sacks allowed and first
in the Sun Belt and fifth nationally in
tackles for loss allowed. How have they
improved during the offseason?
Hocke: Rob Sale and the late great D. J.
Loony did a tremendous job of developing
that unit in 2018 and 2019 and even through
2020. We’ve kind of made some changes on
staff to where we got Jeff Norrid and Darnell
Stapleton. They have the job of picking up
where the other two had left off. I think

experience is the greatest teacher, and I think
that’s where the improvement has come, with
just reps. If you want to master something,
you have to rep it with great intention on a
daily basis. And I think it’s unique when you
can get an entire starting offensive line back,
and that’s where they’re probably a little bit
better in their ability to communicate, depend
on one another, and then work as a unit. You
know, we have a term around here: “Five
equals one.” So, the line is five individuals,
but they are really dangerous and really lethal
when they move one unit.

008: Quarterback Levi Lewis returns
this season. He’s come into his own
over the last few years and appears to
be the key piece in the offense. How
has he developed as a leader on the
field and off the field?
Hocke: Levi is a tremendous leader in the

way he goes about his practice (and) his
training. In anything and everything asked
of him, he’s going to go above and beyond.
He’s always going to overdeliver not just as a
competitor and as an athlete, but as a human
being. His intangibles are off the charts. Everything he says comes with weight because
of the way he goes about his business. He’s
very detailed, very intentional. His values are
off the chart. Our program values are integrity, togetherness, discipline, effort, toughness,
and believe, and he’s the epitome of all those
values. And that’s what makes him a tremendous leader and a tremendous person.
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008: You have a stacked defensive unit
coming back as well. Among them:
Defensive lineman Tayland Humphrey
and linebacker Chauncey Manac. It
seems like they and the rest of the
defense have gained a ton of experience
and confidence through their reps.
Hocke: It’s been special from us going into year

four to watch the evolution of our culture, and
then from my point of view, the defensive side
of the ball has had one of the most impressive
transformations from where we’ve come from if
that makes sense. If you just look at the numbers,
maybe the year before we got here, even the
year we were here in 2018 to where we stand
right now, there’s still obviously a lot of work
still to be done, but there’s certainly been a great
transformation specifically on that side of the ball.
There’s so many leaders and guys have just taken
so many reps on that side of the ball. And while
we’ve had success really over the last year, to year
and a half, I think 2019’s really where I felt like
they started playing with confidence on that side
of the ball, especially in the second half of the season. And then last year, we were really impressive
throughout. (Defensive Coordinator Patrick)
Toney and his assistance have done a really good
job of getting those guys ready.

008: Aside from the players we’ve mentioned, who should fans watch out for
this season?
Hocke: Gosh! There are so many names
to mention. I think that’s what’s special and
unique about the year. I’ve never experienced
a year quite like this where you have so much
depth and talent returning to your roster.
Generally, you’ll lose five to 20 guys, whereas
this year we literally only lost three guys that
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Solomon, Kam Pedescleaux, (and) Percy Butler.
Cornerback Eric Garrar is returning. He’s going
to be a four-year starter at receiver.
We were really young last year, and these guys
are coming back with more confidence and experience—like (wide receivers) Kyren Lacey, Errol
Rogers, and Dantae Fleming. Peter LeBlanc is
coming back for his third year. I’m giving you a
bunch of names, and I’m probably missing a few,
but it goes to show we’re really excited about the
team we’re putting together. We certainly have
a lot of work left to do, but we’re excited about
what the season’s going to bring.

008: Why should fans go to Cajun
Field to watch this team this season?
Hocke: I can say with conviction that you have

were major contributors. So that just makes it
so rare. That’s a good thing.
As far as in terms of people to watch for: Our
captains last year were Levi, (linebacker) Ferrod
Gardner, and (linebacker) Lorenzo McCaskill.
They do a great job of leading this team. We
have a tremendous amount of other guys on
both sides of the ball. Chris Smith is electric running back and (freshman running back) Emani
Bailey, I think, is a guy people haven’t seen a
whole lot of. At tight end, obviously Johnny
Lumpkin and Neal Johnson lead the way there.
The whole offensive line is returning. I know the
big guys don’t get a lot of love, but they’re really
the heartbeat, and I think it starts up front offensively and defensively. You mentioned Tayland
(Humphrey). On the defensive line Andre Jones,
Jaylin Hill, and the list goes on. At safety, we
have so many guys: Braylin Trahan, Cameron

to look at the results in the last couple of years.
In my experience, everybody loves a winner, and
I feel confidently that we will do that at a high
level. I’d completely understand if we weren’t
putting out a winning product or one worth
watching (and people didn’t come to the games),
but I think you’re going to see a winner, and
that’s what’s going to be really important.
COVID stood in the way last year. I really
believe we will fill up the stadium with 41,000
fans, and I think it’s going to be a unique
experience. South Louisiana and Louisiana
people in general take great pride in their
sports, and I think we can go out there and
prove that this season, specifically for the
home games. Let’s pack that thing out, and
I would challenge everybody to find me on
the sideline, and I dare match my intensity.
I will be competing with you and the other
fans. Let’s make it noisy and make it difficult
for the opponent to hear on third down while
our defense is out there. Let’s just put the
pressure on them for 60 minutes.
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game changer
ZI’YON HILL

SPONSORED BY

PETER LEBLANC

BY AGENT STEVE PELOQUIN

BY AGENT STEVE PELOQUIN

The Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns had one of their most successful football seasons in program history in 2020, going 10-1, including a win
over UTSA in the Servpro First Responder Bowl. That followed a great
2019 campaign, in which Louisiana won a school-record 11 games,
including a triumph over Miami of Ohio in the Lending Tree Bowl.
If the Cajuns are going to succeed on the gridiron once again in
2021, they are likely going to have to be good on the defensive side of
the ball, and if Louisiana is going to be good on defense, it’s likely going to be because of what they do up front, on the defensive line.
And finally, if the Cajuns are going to be solid up front, they’re
probably going to need a solid season from redshirt junior defensive
end Zi’Yon Hill, who prepped at Catholic-New Iberia. In three appearances in 2017, Hill finished with two tackles and a forced fumble,
which he was credited with in a game against Tulsa. His numbers
would have been better, but Hill suffered from his share of injuries
which showed up on the team stat-line as well.
The defensive line saw their numbers drop across the board in
2017, as compared to 2016, including a drop in sacks, from 25 to 20.
A healthy Hill, playing defensive end in Louisiana’s 3-4 alignment in
2018, helped turn things around, as the Cajuns improved to 26 sacks
in head coach Billy Napier’s first year.
Hill played a big part in that, compiling 44 tackles, including one
sack, while also allowing others to put pressure on opposing quarterbacks. In 2019 and 2020, Hill elevated his game even more, earning
Second-Team All-Sun Belt Conference honors in both seasons. Hill
registered 53 stops in 2019, before leading all UL defensive linemen
with 49 tackles a year ago, to go along with four sacks.
The 6-foot-2, 285-pound Hill certainly was a beast in high school,
helping Catholic-New Iberia to a runner-up finish in the 2014 Division III state playoffs and the semifinals in 2016.
During his junior season, Hill recorded 83 tackles with 12 stops for
loss and six sacks, while being named to the All-District, All-Acadiana
and All-Teche football teams.
He has the size, athletic ability, and football knowledge to continue
to excel at the collegiate level, as long as he stays healthy. Big things
are expected of the Cajuns in 2021, and Hill is one of the reasons why.

If the Cajuns are going to continue their recent success and
possibly capture a Sun Belt Conference football championship this
season, they’re likely going to need receiver Peter LeBlanc to excel,
which is something he has certainly done at every level of his career.
A sophomore, LeBlanc caught 23 passes for 334 yards and one
touchdown over ten games in 2020, after hauling in 28 catches for
344 yards and four touchdowns during the 2019 campaign, including a 78-yard touchdown reception in Louisiana’s season-opening
31-14 victory over Iowa St., his first as a collegian.
The 2019 season was a stellar one for LeBlanc as a true freshman, who helped UL compile a school-record 14 victories. The
6-foot-2, 190-pound LeBlanc was consistent as well, catching at
least two passes in eight games, including a career-high five receptions in a 48-7 win over Coastal Carolina.
Saving some of his best work for last in 2019, LeBlanc had 118
receiving yards and two touchdowns in the Sun Belt Conference
title game against Appalachian St., before catching a pass in UL’s
win over Miami (Ohio) in the LendingTree Bowl.
Last season, LeBlanc was hobbled a bit by injuries but still managed to finish second on the team in receptions, while also ranking
third in receiving yards, with even more expected of him in 2021.
A multi-star prep athlete, LeBlanc attended Catholic HighNew Iberia, where he finished his career as a two-time First Team
All-District receiver. As a junior, LeBlanc helped the Panthers to its
first-ever state title, accumulating 36 passes for 793 yards and 10
touchdowns, before rushing for 668 yards and nine touchdowns
on 44 carries, to go along with 22 receptions for 617 yards and another eight scores. Add those senior numbers together and LeBlanc
had an incredible combined 1,285 yards and 17 touchdowns.
There’s no doubt that LeBlanc had an amazing prep career and
is off to a great start at the collegiate level. What’s exciting for UL
fans is that he’s likely to only get better, and it will be fun to watch
him help the Cajuns win a lot of games in the process, this season,
and beyond.
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GEAUX CAJUNS!

MARK JONES & FAMILY

COURTESY RAM JEEP BREAUX BRIDGE

ADAM SONNIER & FAMILY
COURTESY FORD BREAUX BRIDGE

LINDA LEBLANC & FAMILY

COURTESY GM BREAUX BRIDGE

6 GREAT LOCATIONS TO SHOP

COURTESYBREAUXBRIDGE.COM
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L E T ’ S G E T R E A DY FO R S O M E FO OT B A L L
BY AGENT BRYAN LAZARE
It is very important for the Tigers to win at
least five conference games this season. If LSU
wins no more than four SEC games, it would
be saddled with back-to-back non-winning
league records for the first time since 1998-99.
It appears that the Tigers will get to that
five-victory mark against SEC opponents, but
it will be far from easy. Let’s put three games
in the definite win column – Mississippi State,
Auburn, and Arkansas.
So, that leaves five SEC games which can
go either way – Florida, Kentucky, Ole Miss,
Alabama, and Texas A&M. If the Tigers can
protect the home field against Florida and
Texas A&M, they would need to come away
with just one victory in the three road games.
Most college football observers view the
SEC as coming down to a matchup between
Alabama and Georgia. That’s a pretty accurate
evaluation. LSU is one of three teams in the
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next level of the conference – along with
Texas A&M and Florida.
The SEC is not an equal-opportunity
league when it involves the football championship. In this century, just five teams have
won the SEC football title – Alabama, LSU,
Auburn, Florida, and Georgia. The Tide has
won seven championships, while the Tigers
have five.
Coach Nick Saban has accounted for nine
of those 12 titles –all seven at Alabama and
two at LSU. Auburn, Florida, and Georgia all
have three SEC championships. But Auburn
has none since 2013 and Florida has none
since 2008. Georgia has one league title in
the past 15 years.
In the past ten years, only Alabama and
LSU have multiple SEC titles – six for the
Crimson Tide and two for the Tigers. Now,
the SEC is preparing to have a different look

soon when Oklahoma and Texas make the
move from the Big 12 Conference.
The Sooners and Longhorns are under
contract with the Big 12 until 2025. However, no one expects those two schools to
remain in the Big 12 for that length of time.
It would not be a shock if Oklahoma and
Texas are in the SEC in 2022.
What will these two schools bring to the
SEC as regards football?
Oklahoma has dominated the Big 12 this
century with 14 conference titles in football.
Texas has won only two football championships in the Big 12 since 2000 – the last coming in 2009.
Considering the level of competition in
the Big 12, one cannot see the Longhorns as
being in the upper tier of football schools in
the SEC. Maybe new coach Steve Sarkisian
can get Texas back to championship level.
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LOADED HAMBURGER STEAK
every MONDAY
Oil Center
1412 S. College Rd. Lafayette, La 70503
337-235-5683

TENNIS

Approaching the
Net (Part 1)
The tennis approach shot is used to transition from the baseline
up to the net, and it can be executed with either a player’s backhand
or forehand. Typically, a player approaches the net on a ball that lands
around the service line or shorter, or if they recognize that their opponent
is out of position and is likely to provide a weak ball as a result.
A player can hit an approach shot as a winner, but it’s frequently
used as a setup shot in that the player isn’t looking to win the point
on this shot. Alternatively, they’re attempting to force a defensive ball
from their opponent which afterward can be put away with a volley to
win the point.
It is very important to be committed in striking an approach shot.
When you move in, it’s important to strike the ball with confidence,
keeping the ball deep in the court. That’s partially why you don’t
want to approach too soon. Working the point for the right ball to
approach makes all the difference in hitting deeper approach shots.
Hitting deeper approaches forces your opponent to play more defense.
You don’t want to hit weak approaches and allow your opponent to be
more offensive with their passing shots.
The approach shot is one of the most exciting shots in tennis and it
all starts with the feet. Like on other shots, you want to time your split
step to make contact with the ground at the exact moment you realize
where the ball is headed.
The follow-up article in the next edition
will focus on how to execute different types of
approaches and why you use them.

..
..
..

Climate Control – Non Climate – RV – Boat
Convenient Office and Access
Hours: 8am -6 pm, 7 days a week
Covered Loading & Unloading
8 Foot Wide Hallways
30 Day to 12 Month Leases
Recorded Surveillance Cameras
BRIDG E
STOR AGE

Ashley Rhoney is the Director of Tennis and
tennis pro at City Club at River Ranch. Contact
him at 337-216-6588 or arhoney@cityclubrr.com.
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2021 NFL FOOTBALL SCHEDULES

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS

September 12 – vs Green Bay
September 19 – at Carolina
September 26 – at New England
October 3 – vs New York Giants
October 10 – at Washington
October 25 – at Seattle
October 31 – vs Tampa Bay
November 7 – vs Atlanta
November 14 – at Tennessee
November 21 – at Philadelphia
November 25 – vs Buffalo
December 2 – vs Dallas
December 12 – at New York Jets
December 19 – at Tampa Bay
December 27 – vs Miami
January 2 – vs Carolina
January 9 – at Atlanta

HOUSTON TEXANS

September 12 – vs Jacksonville
September 19 – at Cleveland
September 23 – vs Carolina
October 3 – at Buffalo
October 10 – vs New England
October 17 – Indianapolis
October 24 – at Arizona
October 31 – vs Los Angeles Rams
November 7 – at Miami
November 21 – at Tennessee
November 28 – vs New York Jets
December 5 – vs Indianapolis
December 12 – vs Seattle
December 19 – at Jacksonville
December 26 – vs Los Angeles Chargers
January 2 – at San Francisco
January 9 – vs Tennessee

DALLAS COWBOYS

September 9 – at Tampa Bay
September 19 – at Los Angeles Chargers
September 27 – vs Philadelphia
October 3 – vs Carolina
October 10- vs New York Giants
October 17 – at New England
October 31 – at Minnesota
November 7 – at Denver
November 14 – vs Atlanta
November 21 – at Kansas City
November 25 – at Los Vegas Raiders
December 2 – at New Orleans
December 12 – at Washington
December 19 – at New York Giants
December 26 – vs Washington
January 2 – vs Arizona
January 9 at Philadelphia

CINCINNATI BENGALS

September 12 – vs Minnesota
September 19 – at Chicago
September 26 – at Pittsburgh
September 30 – vs Jacksonville
October 10 – vs Green Bay
October 17 – at Detroit
October 24 – at Baltimore
October 31 – at New York Jets
November 7 – vs Cleveland
November 21 – at Las Vegas
November 28 – vs Pittsburgh
December 5 – vs Los Angeles Chargers
December 12 – vs San Francisco
December 19 – at Denver
December 26 – vs Baltimore
January 2 – vs Kansas City
January 9 – at Cleveland

ATLANTA FALCONS

September 12 – vs Philadelphia
September 19 – at Tampa Bay
September 26 – at New York Giants
October 3 – vs Washington
October 10 – vs New York Jets
October 24 – at Miami
October 31 vs Carolina
November 7 – at New Orleans
November 14 – at Dallas
November 18 – vs New England
November 28 – at Jacksonville
December 5 – vs Tampa Bay
December 12 – at Carolina
December 19 – at San Francisco
December 26 – vs Detroit
January 2 – at Buffalo
January 9 – vs New Orleans

TENNESSEE TITANS

September 12 – vs Arizona
September 19 – at Seattle
September 26 – vs Indianapolis
October 3 – at New York Jets
October 10 – at Jacksonville
October 18 – vs Buffalo
October 24 – vs Kansas City
October 31 – at Indianapolis
November 7 – vs Los Angeles Rams
November 14 – vs New Orleans
November 21 – vs Houston
November 28 – at New England
December 12 – vs Jacksonville
December 19 – at Pittsburgh
December 23 – vs San Francisco
January 2 – vs Miami
January 9 – at Houston

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS

September 9 – vs Dallas
September 19 – vs Atlanta
September 26 – at Los Angeles Rams
October 3 – at New England
October 10 – vs Miami
October 14 – at Philadelphia
October 24 – vs Chicago
October 31 – at New Orleans
November 14 – at Washington
November 22 – vs New York Giants
November 28 – at Indianapolis
December 5 – at Atlanta
December 12 – vs Buffalo
December 19 – vs New Orleans
December 26 – at Carolina
January 2 – at New York Jets
January 9 – vs Carolina

CAROLINA PANTHERS

September 12 – vs New York Jets
September 19 – vs New Orleans
September 23 – at Houston
October 3 – at Dallas
October 10 – vs Philadelphia
October 17 – vs Minnesota
October 24 – at New York Giants
October 31 – at Atlanta
November 7 – vs New England
November 14 – at Arizona
November 21 – vs Washington
November 28 – at Miami
December 12 – vs Atlanta
December 19 – at Buffalo
December 26 – vs Tampa Bay
January 2 – at New Orleans
January 9 – at Tampa Bay

Full service Fill Ups • Tune ups • Oil Changes
A/C service • Tire Rotations
Vehicle Inspections and more!
2932 Johnston St Winnwood Shopping Center Lafayette, La 70503 • 337-234-2566 • Mon-Fri – 7am-7pm Sat – 7am – 4pm
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2021 COLLEGE FOOTBALL SCHEDULES

UL LAFAYETTE
RAGIN’ CAJUNS

LSU TIGERS

September 4 – at UCLA L 27-38
September 11 – vs McNeese
September 18 – vs Central Michigan
September 25 – at Mississippi State
October 2 – vs Auburn
October 9 – at Kentucky
October 16 – vs Florida
October 23 – at Ole Miss
November 6 – at Alabama
November 13 – vs Arkansas
November 20 – vs ULM
November 27 – vs Texas A&M

September 4 – at Texas L 18-38
September 11 – vs Nicholls
September 16 – vs Ohio
September 25 – at Georgia Southern
October 2 – at South Alabama
October 12 – vs Appalachian State
October 21 – at Arkansas State
October 30 – vs Texas State
November 4 – vs Georgia State
November 13 – at Troy
November 20 – at Liberty
November 27 – vs ULM

LA TECH BULLDOGS

September 4 – at Mississippi State L 34-35
September 11 – vs Southeastern Louisiana
September 18 – vs SMU
September 25 – vs North Texas
October 2 – at NC State
October 16 – at UTEP
October 23 – vs UTSA
October 30 – at Old Dominion
November 6 – at UAB
November 13 – vs Charlotte
November 19 – vs Southern Miss
November 27 – at Rice

ULM WARHAWKS

September 4 – at Kentucky L 10-45
September 18 – vs Jackson State
September 25 – vs Troy
October 2 – at Coastal Carolina
October 9 – vs Georgia St.
October16 – vs Liberty
October 23 – vs South Alabama
October 30 – at Appalachian St.
November 6 – at Texas St.
November 13 – vs Arkansas St.
November 20 – at LSU
November 27 – at UL

TULANE GREENWAVE

MCNEESE STATE COWBOYS

September 4 – vs Oklahoma L 35-40
September 11 – vs Morgan State
September 18 – at Ole Miss
September 25 – vs UAB
October 2 – at East Carolina
October 7 – vs Houston
October 21 – at SMU
October 30 – vs Cincinnati
November 6 – at UCF
November 13 – vs Tulsa
November 20 – vs USF
November 27 – at Memphis

September 4 – vs West Florida L 36-42
September 11 – at LSU
September 18 – at Southern
September 25 – at Incarnate Word
October 2 – vs Southeastern Louisiana
October 16 – at Northwestern State
October 23 – vs Incarnate Word
October 30 – at Southeastern Louisiana
November 6 – vs Nicholls
November 13 – at Houston Baptist
November 20 – vs Northwestern State

SOUTHEASTERN LIONS

NICHOLLS STATE
UNIVERSITY

September 4 – vs North Alabama W 49-28
September 11 – at LA Tech
September 18 – at Central Connecticut
State
September 15 – vs Northwestern St.
October 2 – at McNeese
October 9 – at Nicholls
October 16 – vs Houston Baptist
October 23 – at Northwestern St.
October 30 – vs McNeese
November 6 – at Incarnate Word
November 18 – vs Nicholls

September 4 – at Memphis L 17-42
September 11 – at UL
September 25 – vs North Alabama
October 2 – vs HBU
October 9 – vs Southeastern Louisiana
October 16 – at UIW
October 23 – at HBU
October 30 – vs Northwestern St.
November 6 – at McNeese
November 13 – vs UIW
November 18 – at Southeastern Louisiana

Fontenot Wealth Group, LLC
Fontenot Wealth Group, LLC • 1921 Kaliste Saloom Rd • Suite 203 B • 337-443-2160
Investment products and services are oﬀered through Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC (WFAFN), Member SIPC.
Fontenot Wealth Group, LLC is a separate entity from WFAFN.
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HAVE YOU HUNG
OUT AT OUR BARRE?
6 Week Courses in Ballet for every age group
STARTING OCTOBER 4, 2021

MONDAY 10:00-11:00 a.m. (Adult Basic Ballet)
TUESDAY 4:14-5:15 p.m. (Junior Ballet, Age 7-8)
WEDNESDAY 4:00-5:00 p.m. (Beginner Ballet, Age 9-12)
WEDNESDAY 6:30-7:30 p.m. (Adult Basic Ballet)
THURSDAY 6:30-7:15 p.m. (Pre-Pointe)
FRIDAY 5:15-6:45 p.m. (Primary Ballet, Age 5-6)
SATURDAY 9:00-10:30 a.m. (Pre-School Ballet, Age 3-4)

Celebrating

73 YEARS &
5 GENERATIONS
OF DANCERS!

337-235-6906

Rebecca Landry, Director
Lafayette, Bertrand at Arceneaux
geramiacademy.com
rebecca@geramiacademy.com
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Will Judice

DEFENSIVE END
TEURLING CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS

KEYS TO DEFENDING
THAT TITLE
BY AGENT SCOTT BRAZDA
Acadiana. Carencro. St. Thomas More. Lafayette Christian
Academy. Four state football champions from the 2020 season who
have quickly realized that last year has absolutely nothing to do
with this year.
“I think complacency is a big part of that,” says Acadiana’s Matt
McCullough. “You gotta make sure you play the right way, and you
gotta continue to fight, every week. Last year—heck, the last two
years—was really great, but that was last year. This is a whole new
season, and we (the teams in his district) all start the season with the
same record.”
It’s the same story for 4-A champ Carencro High, and for
Division-II champ STM, and for Division-III champ LCA. Appreciate what you’ve accomplished, but at the same time, drive toward
success in the future. “We’re about 27-1 over the last two years, but,
really, the most important thing now is prepping for the game we’ve
got each week and trying to be 1-0 in each of those games,” explains
McCullough. “And I’m sure it’s the same for the Cougars and
Golden Bears and Knights. The real pressure is to keep improving
within the season we’re playing right now.”
The Wreckin’ Rams have won back-to-back state crowns, and
many on the 2021 squad have been a part of both championships.
“I’m lucky that most of these guys are so driven, so self-motivated,
that they do a pretty good job of working toward the next goal and
not getting too full of themselves. If you aren’t able to do that, you
usually aren’t able to go back-to-back, and we don’t want to be a
‘one-and-done’ champion,” smiles McCullough.
For our defending state football champions, getting that next
trophy, says McCullough, requires a multitude of factors to work
their way. “Of course, we’ve got to stay healthy, and we’ve got to
have a little bit of luck, too.” But the real key, he adds, is taking care
of business at home and controlling the stuff his team can control.
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What sparked your interest in football? My Dad
played college football at USL
so I grew up with it. Football is
in my blood.
Do you have a favorite
player and/or team? My favorite team is the New Orleans
Saints. I’ve always supported
them since I was young.
Do you follow any routines when preparing for a
game? I always eat a good meal
and take a nap.
Finish this statement:
“After high school, I plan
on.....” Going to UL to study
mechanical engineering.

Photo courtesy of jcouvphotos.com.

HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADER

Lauren Boudreaux
SENIOR
LAFAYETTE HIGH

What sparked your interest
in cheerleading? I was a dancer
for twelve years at Jill Listi Dance
Studio, cheered at Fatima my
8th grade year, and have taken
tumbling classes since I was five.
When I had to make a choice
for high school, I decided to go
for something new and cheer!
I am now the captain on the
LHS cheer team, and I also do
competitive cheer at Competitive
Edge Training Academy.
What does being a cheerleader mean to you? Being a
cheerleader means being a role
model for my school and helps
me to get involved with a lot of
people in school and getting to
know them. I have also made so
many new friendships and it has
made my high school years a fun time overall.
What has cheerleading taught me? Cheerleading has taught
me to have a passion for something and it has taught me to never give
up and work hard for what you want. It also has taught me to have a
positive mindset on and off the field no matter what the situation is.
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2021 HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL
SCHEDULES
ABBEVILLE

9/3 at St. Mary’s
9/10 vs Central Catholic
9/17 vs Vermilion Catholic
10/1 at Opelousas
10/7 at St. Martinville
10/15 vs Crowley
10/22 vs Rayville
10/29 at Kaplan
11/5 vs Erath

ACADIANA

9/3 vs Carencro
9/10 at Catholic-B.R.
9/17 vs Lafayette Christian
9/24 vs Sulphur
10/1 vs Southside
10/8 at Comeaux
10/15 at New Iberia
10/22 vs Sam Houston
10/29 vs Barbe
11/5 at Lafayette

ASCENSION EPISCOPAL

9/3 at South Lafourche
9/10 at Catholic -P.C.
9/17 vs North Vermilion
9/24 at Jeanerette
10/15 vs Southern Lab
10/22 vs Franklin
10/29 at Loreauville
11/4 vs West St. Mary

BREAUX BRIDGE

9/3 vs New Iberia
9/10 at Catholic-N.I.
9/17 at St. Martinville
9/24 vs Vanderbilt Catholic
10/1 vs Teurlings Catholic
10/8 at Cecilia
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COMEAUX

10/15 at Peabody
10/22 vs Beau Chene
10/29 at Opelousas
11/5 vs Livonia

9/3 vs Tioga
9/10 vs Teurlings Catholic
9/17 at Notre Dame
9/24 vs Lafayette
10/1 at Sam Houston
10/8 vs Acadiana
10/15 at Sulphur
10/22 vs New Iberia
10/29 at Southside
11/5 at Barbe

CARENCRO

9/3 at Acadiana
9/10 vs Southside
9/17 vs Lafayette
9/24 at Ruston
10/1 at St. Martinville
10/8 at Teurlings Catholic
10/15 vs Northside
10/22 vs Brother Martin
10/29 at St. Thomas More
11/5 vs Westgate

CROWLEY

CATHOLIC NEW IBERIA

9/3 vs St. Louis Catholic
9/10 vs Northwest
9/16 at Iota
9/24 vs Cecilia
10/1 at Rayne
10/8 vs Port Barre
10/15 at Abbeville
10/22 vs Kaplan
11/5 vs St. Martinville

CECILIA

9/3 vs Centreville
9/10 at Hanson Memoria
9/17 at Geuydan
9/23 vs Catholic-N.I.
10/1 at Franklin
10/8 vs Ascension Episcopal
10/15 at Loreauville
10/22 vs Jeanerette
10/29 vs West St. Mary
11/5 vs Houma Christian

9/3 at Vermilion Catholic
9/10 vs Breaux Bridge
9/17 at St. Paul’s
9/23 at Delcambre
10/1 at Ascension Episcopal
10/8 vs Loreauville
10/15 vs West St. Mary
10/22 vs Notre Dame
10/29 at Jeanerette
11/5 vs Franklin
9/3 at St. Martinville
9/10 at Rayne
9/17 vs Denham Springs
9/24 at Crowley
10/1 vs Notre Dame
10/8 vs Breaux Bridge
10/15 at Beau Chene
10/22 vs Opelousas
10/29 at Livonia
11/5 vs North Vermilion

DELCAMBRE

ERATH

9/3 vs Loreauville
9/10 at DeQuincy
9/17 vs St. Louis Catholic
10/8 vs Kaplan
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10/15 vs Loranger
10/22 at St. Martinville
11/5 at Abbeville

GUEYDAN

9/2 at Thrive Academy
9/10 at Northwood-Lena
9/17 vs Delcambre
9/24 at Oberlin
10/1 at East Beauregard
10/8 vs Hamilton Christian
10/15 at Merryville
10/22 vs Grand Lake
10/29 at Basile
11/5 vs Elton

KAPLAN

9/3 at North Vermilion
9/10 vs Church Point
9/17 at Northwest
9/24 vs Rayne
9/30 at Loreauville
10/8 at Erath
10/15 vs St. Martinville
10/22 at Crowley
10/29 vs Abbeville
11/5 vs Lake Arthur

LAFAYETTE

9/10 at Lafayette Christian
9/17 at Carencro
9/24 at Comeaux
10/1 at Sulphur
10/8 vs New Iberia
10/15 vs Barbe
10/22 vs Southside
10/29 at Sam Houston
11/5 vs Acadiana

LAFAYETTE CHRISTIAN

9/3 at Westgate
9/10 at Lafayette
9/17 at Acadiana
9/24 at St. Helena College
& Career Academy
10/8 vs Lake Arthur
10/14 at Notre Dame
10/21 at Port Barre
10/29 vs Jefferson Rise Charter

NEW IBERIA

9/3 at Breaux Bridge
9/10 vs St. Martinville
9/17 at Westgate

9/24 at Sam Houston
10/1 vs Barbe
10/8 at Lafayette
10/15 vs Acadiana
10/22 at Comeaux
10/29 at Sulphur
11/5 vs Southside

NORTHSIDE

9/3 at Northwest
9/10 vs Washington-Marion
9/17 at West St. Mary
9/24 vs Abbeville
10/1 vs Peabody
10/8 at Opelousas
10/15 at Carencro
10/22 vs St. Thomas More
10/29 at Westgate
11/5 vs Teurlings Catholic

NORTH VERMILION

9/3 vs Kaplan
9/10 vs Loreauville
9/17 at Ascension Episcopal
10/1 vs Iota
10/15 vs Rayne
10/22 at Washington-Marion
10/29 vs Eunice
11/5 at Cecilia

OPELOUSAS CATHOLIC

9/3 at Eunice
9/9 vs Vermilion Catholic
9/17 at Port Barre
9/24 at Vinton
10/1 at Holy Savior Menard
10/8 at St. Edmund
10/15 vs Catholic-P.C.
10/22 vs North Central
10/29 at Sacred Heart
11/5 Westminster Christian

RAYNE

9/3 at Avoyelles
9/10 vs Cecilia
9/16 vs Church Point
9/24 at Kaplan
10/1 vs Crowley
10/8 vs Eunice
10/15 at North Vermilion
10/22 vs LaGrange
10/29 at Liberty
11/5 at Washington-Marion

SOUTHSIDE

NOTRE DAME

9/2 vs Notre Dame
9/10 at Carencro
9/17 at Opelousas
9/23 vs Barbe
10/1 at Acadiana
10/7 vs Sulphur
10/15 vs Sam Houston
10/22 at Lafayette
10/29 vs Comeaux
11/5 at New Iberia

OPELOUSAS

9/3 vs Cecilia
9/10 at New Iberia
9/17 vs Breaux Bridge
9/24 at Westgate
10/1 vs Carencro
10/7 vs Abbeville
10/15 at Kaplan
10/22 vs Erath
10/29 ve Teurlings Catholic
11/5 at Crowley

9/2 at Southside
9/9 vs Sulphur
9/17 vs Comeaux
9/24 at Teurlings Catholic
10/1 at Cecilia
10/8 at Welsh
10/14 vs Lafayette Christian
10/22 at Catholic-N.I.
10/29 vs Lake Arthur
11/5 at Port Barre
9/3 at Teurlings Catholic
9/10 vs Bossier
9/17 vs Southside
9/24 at St. Amant
10/1 vs Abbeville
10/8 vs Northside
10/15 vs Livonia
10/22 at Cecilia
10/29 vs Breaux Bridge
11/5 at Beau Chene
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ST. MARTINVILLE

ST. THOMAS MORE

9/3 vs Brother Martin
9/10 at Alexandria
9/17 vs Plaquemine
9/24 at Neville
10/1 vs Ruston

10/8 at Westgate
10/15 vs Teurlings Catholic
10/22 at Northside
10/29 vs Carencro
11/5 vs East St. John

TEURLINGS CATHOLIC

9/3 vs Opelousas
9/10 at Comeaux
9/17 vs Barbe
9/24 vs Notre Dame
10/1 at Breaux Bridge
10/8 vs Carencro
10/15 at St. Thomas More
10/22 vs Westgate
10/29 at St. Martinville
11/5 at Northside

VERMILION CATHOLIC

9/3 vs Catholic-N.I.
9/9 at Opelousas Catholic
9/17 at Abbeville
10/8 at Hanson Memorial
10/15 vs Highland Baptist
10/22 vs Centerville
10/29 at Covenant Christian
11/4 at Central Catholic

WESTGATE

9/3 vs Lafayette Christian
9/10 at West St. Mary
9/17 vs New Iberia
9/24 vs St. Martinville
10/1 at Lake Charles College Prep
10/8 vs St. Thomas More
10/15 at St. Augustine
10/22 at Teurlings Catholic
10/29 vs Northside
11/5 at Carencro

WESTMINSTER CHRISTIAN

9/3 at Jeanerette
9/10 at Covenant Christian
9/17 vs Hanson Memorial
9/24 at Ascension Christian
10/1 vs Highland Baptist
10/8 vs North Central
10/15 vs Sacred Heart
10/22 vs Catholic-P.C.
10/29 at St. Edmund
11/5 at Opelousas Catholic
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BON TEMPS

2

EL PASO

3

MANDEZ’S

4

TCHOUP’S MIDCITY
SMOKEHOUSE

1211 West Pinhook Road
Lafayette

200 Brookdale Blvd.
Youngsville

110 Doucet Road
Lafayette

117 South College Road
Lafayette

6
3

4

1
7

5

8

5

BRICK & SPOON

6

CAFÉ HABANA CITY

7

POSEIDON’S GREEK
RESTAURANT

3882 Ambassador Caffery
Lafayette

911 Bertrand Drive
Lafayette

103 Kaliste Saloom Road
Lafayette

8

POOR BOY’S
RIVERSIDE INN
240 Tubing Road
Broussard

2

9
9
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MISFIT’S
DINE & DRINK

200 Heritage Parkway
Broussard
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of Youngsville
El Paso Mexican Grill would like to thank our
community for their support and business.

2 for 1

MONDAY-THURSDAY 11AM- 5PM

Crab Cakes

VIEW OUR MENU ONLINE

elpasomexrestaurant.com

Kung Fu
Tuna

LOCATED NEXT TO SUGAR MILL POND
200 Brookdale Blvd Youngsville, La. 70592
Sun-Thurs11am-10pm Fri & Sat11am-11pm
60
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Come Taste the Good Life !
3882 Ambassador Caffery

BRICKANDSPOONRESTAURANT.COM
008MAGAZINE.COM September/October 2021
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NAMED ONE OF THE TOP 25 BEST CUBAN
RESTAURANTS IN AMERICA, IN 2019
BY BIG 7 TRAVEL

SPRING
CHILL’IN

COME
VISIT
HAVANA!

103 Kaliste Saloom Road | Lafayette
337-235-9154
Lunch: Monday-Friday: 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner: Monday-Saturday: 5-9:30 p.m.
Since 1994, Poseidon’s Greek Restaurant remains the
sole spot in town offering the only authentic, full-Greek
menu boasting flavors fit for the gods. Owner/Chef Aristos
Anastassiades fills the restaurant with the alluring tastes
of a Grecian paradise, where he serves traditional fare
based on recipes from his own mother including mousaka,
spanakopita, leg of lamb and cabbage rolls.
nt

aura

ts Bar

& Rest

Spor

Sports Bar & Restaurant

Sports Bar & Restaurant

WORLD FAMOUS CUBAN SANDWICH
If you are looking for authentic Cuban cuisine, look no further than
Cafe Habana City. Dine in an intimate Caribbean-style restaurant with
the festive salsa and merengue music while enjoying the best mojitos in
town. Cafe Habana City will transport you from Lafayette to Habana. It
is a jewel in the Lafayette restaurant landscape, a true culinary heaven.
Shrimp & Mango Ceviche

911 Bertrand Drive | (337)267-3060
Monday-Saturday: 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
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89 Years of a
Cajun Tradition

NAME OF BUSINESS: Poor Boy’s Riverside Inn
YEAR FOUNDED: 1932
PICTURED: Lori, Richard & Christian Hurst
WHAT WE DO: Cook and serve #GreatSeafood! Starting with a
snowball stand by Hulo Landry, four generations have carried
on the family tradition. Our seafood and steaks have remained
consistently delicious for 89 years.
UNIQUE SELLING POINTS: A family tradition of serving great
Cajun cuisine in a fine dining setting with a casual atmosphere,
in our own unique Cajun Paradise. Have you seen us lately?
And if walls could talk! Celebrations of all kinds have graced
our tables and keep coming back. Our URL is #GreatSeafood,
but maybe it should be #GreatTradition or #GreatStaff. And by
the way – when’s the last time you #GotLumped?!
SETTING OURSELVES APART: We simply love what we do, and
it shows in every dish we prepare from our old family recipes
to our newly created ones! Dine in, carry out, curbside and our
popular Grab & Go items to stock your freezer at home or your
camp. We also cater big and small. Thank you for your business!
And don’t forget to try our world-famous Crabs – Lump Crab
Meat Sautéed in Butter, Crab Fingers, Crabbies, Crab Dinners or
Crab Au Gratin! #GetLumped!

Poor Boy’s Riverside Inn
240 Tubing Road | Broussard | (337) 235-8559
Fax: (337) 837-4265
GreatSeafoodAcadiana.com
Richard@Riverside.Restaurant | Lori@Riverside.Restaurant
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008 CHEF RECIPES

Firecracker Sauce:
2 cups Frank’s Hot Sauce
¼ lb. cold butter
2 Tbsp. chipotle puree
2 Tbsp. minced garlic
1 Tbsp. red pepper flakes
2 Tbsp. pickled jalapeno juice

CHEF SEAN LITTLE
FIND HIM AT:
BON TEMPS GRILL

FIRECRACKER
FROG LEGS

Over medium heat, heat the hot sauce, chipotle puree,
minced garlic, red pepper flakes, and jalapeno juice in a
small sauce pot. Cube the cold butter. Remove the hot sauce
mixture from the heat and slowly whisk in the cubed butter
until well combined.
Blue Cheese Sherry Drizzle:
1 cup sherry
2 Tbsp. sugar
½ cup blue cheese crumbles
½ cup heavy cream
Add one cup of sherry into a small sauce pot and reduce
to ¼ cup. Stir in two tablespoons of sugar until dissolved to
create a syrup-like consistency. Slowly whisk in blue cheese
crumbles and heavy cream. Heat until thickened.
Fried Onion Strings:
1 lb. red onion
2 qt. seasoned flour
2 qt. egg wash

Fried Frog Legs:
1 lb. frog legs
Seasoned flour
Egg wash

Cut onion in half then slice about 1/8th inch thick. Dredge
onion strings in flour, then egg wash, then flour again. Fry at
350 degrees for three minutes. Remove from fryer and drain
on paper towels.

Dredge frog legs in flour, then in egg wash, then flour again.
Fry at 350 degrees for five minutes. Toss cooked frog legs
in firecracker sauce and plate. Drizzle blue cheese sherry
sauce on frog legs and garnish with fried onion strings.

6oz Beef Tenderloin Steak
1 large Portobello Mushroom Cap
6oz Brussel Sprouts
Olive Oil
Salt
Pepper

EXECUTIVE CHEF
ZACH DOISE
FIND HIM AT:
CITY CLUB

SKILLET SEARED
TENDERLOIN TOPPED
WITH PORTOBELLO
STRIPS AND SERVED
OVER ROASTED
BRUSSELS
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Season tenderloin with salt and
pepper. Heat skillet with ½ tbsp of
olive oil. Cut Brussel sprouts in half and
toss with 1 tbsp olive oil and salt and
pepper and roast in a 400-degree
oven for 40 minutes. Clean underside
of portobello cap and slice thin. Add
steak to very hot skillet and sear five
minutes on each side, depending
on thickness. The result should be
medium rare. Remove from pan and
set aside. Add portobello slices to
pan and sauté until wilted. For plating,
put Brussel sprouts in middle of plate.
Place beef tenderloin on top of Brussel
sprouts with sauteed mushrooms on
top of steak and then garnish with
fresh parsley.
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BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE

DICKEY’S
BARBECUE PIT
BY AGENT SARAH BLACK

HOUSE FAVORITES

LIT PIZZA
BY AGENT LISA HANCHEY
In a creative mood? Try Lit
Pizza in Youngsville, where you
can build your own wood-fired
pizza from a counter of fresh ingredients and have it baked right
in front of you. In a chill mood?
Choose from a list of Lit’s creative crafted pizzas and calzones,
or the Pizza of the Month.
Opened in August of this
year, Lit is a concept created by
Baton Rouge restaurateur Ozzie Fernandez, the mastermind behind
Izzo’s Illegal Burrito, Rocca, MODESTO Tacos Tequila Whiskey,
and Central Kitchen, supplier of the high-quality ingredients used
in his dining spots. At Lit, you can get a personalized pizza at a very
reasonable price -- $7 for a single topping and $8.50 for two or more
toppings. On Monday, you can buy one/get one free with a coupon,
and on Wednesday, you can nab a one-topping pie for $5.
Lit’s build-your-own pizza concept quickly caught on, and now
has 12 locations. The Youngsville spot has an industrial look with lots
of wood, steel, and pendant lighting, and is the only location with a
drive-thru window for online and call-in orders.
On a recent lunchtime visit, pizza fanatic Bill and I met with
friendly General Manager Chance Romero, who recommended that
we try a couple of customer favorites, starting with the Caesar salad
from the Grab ‘N Go section. The romaine lettuce was fresh and crisp,
and the dressing was exceptionally good – tangy with a little kick.
Next, we tried the Get Lit pizza – red sauce, mozzarella, pepperoni, Italian sausage, red onions, green bell peppers, and mushrooms.
From the Finishes and Drizzle section, we topped it off with some
fresh basil, hot sauce, and parmesan, and the combo was absolutely
delicious! The oven-baked crust was thin and crispy, just the way I like
it, and the toppings were fresh and flavorful.
We then tried Chance’s favorite item, the calzone, selecting the
Greek – white sauce, feta, fresh spinach, roasted garlic, kalamata olives,
and Roma tomatoes. Chance made the calzone himself, and twisted
the fresh dough to perfection. When we cut into it, the cheese just
oozed out, and it was oh-so-good!
Lit is a great option for people who want a quick, fresh-baked
pizza. The interior is bright and inviting, and there’s a patio for al
fresco dining. Go get Lit– you craft it, Lit’ll blast it!
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Hailing from near Memphis,
Tennessee, (home of some of the
best barbecue joints in the country), I admit I can be a BBQ
snob at times. But I am happy
to report that I have found
barbecue right here in Lafayette that reminds me of home.
Thanks to Dickey’s Barbecue Pit,
I can have great smoked meats
anytime I want.
One step inside Dickey’s told
me this is legit barbecue. The
aroma of various meats being
smoked for hours sent my taste
buds into an immediate overdrive. Standing at the counter,
I had to spend a few moments
taking in the large variety on the
menu. Meats include ribs, pulled
pork, chicken, turkey, brisket,
Polish kielbasa, jalapeno cheddar
kielbasa, and wings. Most of the
meats can be incorporated into
sandwiches, plates, or even tacos.
Thankfully, I had friendly owner
Andy to help me decide.
After Andy described how
their brisket and ribs are cooked
low and slow for 15 hours,
(starting at 7pm to be ready for
the next day’s guests) I couldn’t
resist trying the brisket, Polish
kielbasa, and pulled pork. Andy
also added a few wings to the
plate along with my sides of mac
and cheese, onion tanglers, and
thick, buttery roll.
Looking at my plate, I decided to start with the wings, and I have
to say they were some of the best I have had. They were coated with
a rib rub on the outer skin and the meat on the inside was moist,
delicious, and fell off the bone. Next, I went for the brisket. It cut
like butter with just a fork and was packed with flavor. It also had the
perfect char on the outside.
Pulled pork has always been one of my favorites whether on a
sandwich or by itself. At Dickey’s, I dipped my pork into two of
the available sauces and loved every bite. Not only was the pork
well cooked, the original sauce had a tangy bite and the sweet sauce
lived up to its name creating a completely different, yet wonderful,
mouthful. The sausage was sweet with a little heat, the onion rings
were thin and crispy, and the mac and cheese was terrific.
Every bite was a little reminder of home, and I can’t wait to
visit again.
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Here comes
the guide!

Your wedding day is one of
the biggest days of your life.
Look inside for tips to make
your special day as perfect
as you imagine.

All Inclusive Packages • Wedding Planner & Coordinator
Decorated Venue • Bridal Suite • Day of Dressing • Choreographed Weddings

337-223-4722
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CajunMansion.com
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PLANNING A DESTINATION
WEDDING AWAY
FROM HOME
BY AGENT TAYLOR GEIGER
Planning a wedding celebration
far from home is never easy, however, due to the way our world has
changed in the past year, destination
weddings might just be more convenient than ever to arrange. Venues
and vendors of all sizes are up to
speed with the latest technology and
learning how to communicate with
customers near and far. When I set
out to plan my wedding in Portugal,
I was amazed by how many unique
services are now available; like
virtual venue visits or planners who
coordinate every local detail.
Although you could potentially
plan your entire wedding from
abroad, venue selection is such an
important part of your special day;
I found it difficult to get a true feel
for the venues online. For this reason, I’d advise couples considering a
destination wedding to plan two to
three trips to the site. The first trip
should be for in-person venue scoping, because nothing compares to
the in-person experience of seeing
everything the venue has to offer.
I scheduled these venue visits in
advance, and we spent a week on a
road trip, stopping to meet with the
coordinators at each spot. A second
trip, although not strictly necessary,
can be useful for all the fun stuff,
such as tasting your menu, trying different cake flavors, and sampling
flower styles with your florist. Your third trip would then be for the
wedding itself!
The venue we selected was not at the top of my list from my online
searches, but once we saw it in person, we fell in love with it. We did the
subsequent date negotiation and contract entirely online. We decided
to make a second trip in person to our venue to taste-test various menu
options and select our favorites. We met our florist, hair stylist, makeup
artist, photographer, and videographer for in-personal trials to make
sure everything would be as we wished on our day.
The most complicated piece of planning a wedding abroad is the
legal paperwork involved. To avoid unnecessary stress, we decided that
our ceremony in Portugal will only be symbolic, we’ll do the actual legal
marriage in the courthouse nearby our home. This is nice, as it opens
creative options for your ceremony to be exactly as you’d like it.
Finally, if a destination wedding is something you’re considering,
make sure you are okay with a smaller number of guests. We’ll have just
54 guests at our celebration in Portugal. For the guests who do decide
to attend, shuttles to your venue and transportation recommendations
are a must. After many months of planning, we can’t wait to see how
our wedding in the countryside near Lisbon will turn out this August!
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ETERNAL BOND

SHELBY +
BRIGGS
HER
Name: Shelby Romero Blanchard
Age: 22
City you are from: Erath, LA.
HIM
Name: Briggs Blanchard
Age: 25
Occupation: Barber & owner of
Blanchard’s Cajun Seasoning
City you are from: St. Martinville, LA.
WEDDING DATE
April 18, 2021
HOW DID YOU MEET?
Briggs is a barber at a family friend’s
barbershop in Broussard. I knew who
he was because I would go there often
with my dad. We never spoke a word
to each other but later connected on
Facebook. We had an instant connection after our first date.
HOW DID HE KNOW SHE WAS THE
ONE?
I knew Shelby was the one for me
because I could tell how faithful she was
and how much she loved me. She didn’t
just say it, but she showed it time and
time again. I knew her love was real and
that was enough for me to ask her to be
my wife.
WHAT WAS THE PROPOSAL LIKE?
In November of 2020 we went on a
weeklong trip with some friends deer
hunting in Illinois. Due to unexpected
weather, Briggs and I decided to head
home early. On the way back we stayed
the night in Memphis. We spent the day
eating barbeque and visited the world’s
largest Bass Pro Shop. There, we took
a ride up America’s tallest free-standing
elevator that opens to a glass sky deck
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overlooking the city. Briggs asked
someone to take a picture of us. After
the picture, he switched the camera over
to video. Before I knew it, Briggs was
down on one knee. At first, I thought
he was tying his shoe but then I saw the
ring in his hand. I was speechless to say
the least.
WHY DID SHE SAY YES?
Saying yes was easy. I knew Briggs was
the one after he told me that I would
never be first in his life. That spot was
for Jesus, but I would always come right
after. A man that knows, loves, and
values Jesus in his everyday life is the
man that you want to marry. I promise.
We are so blessed to have each other.
Briggs is the kindest and most selfless
person I’ve ever met. He is always going
the extra mile for someone else. He is
easy to love and if you know him, you
love him too.
TELL US ABOUT THE WEDDING.
Our ceremony was on a Sunday afternoon at the beautiful L’Eglise. Everything was perfect and there wasn’t a dry
eye in the house.
TELL US ABOUT THE RECEPTION.
We had a quick reception. Just enough
time to dance, eat, and visit with our
loved ones. Although we didn’t have a
“traditional” wedding, the team at L’Eglise
made sure everything was the way it was
supposed to be. I can’t thank them enough
for being so accommodating.
TELL US ABOUT THE HONEYMOON.
The next morning, we flew out to Honolulu, Hawaii. The weather was amazing, and everything was so beautiful. It
was the perfect place to spend the first
week as husband and wife.
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3215 Louisiana Ave
337-534-4551
Lafayette-jewelers.com
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WEDDING
CHECKLIST
12 MONTHS OUT
Determine your
budget
Make a guest list
Hire a wedding
planner
Discuss formality and
theme
Select the venue
Schedule the caterer
Begin interviewing
bands/DJs
Ask friends if they would
like to be members of
your wedding party
10 MONTHS OUT
Start shopping
for your
wedding gown
Book hotel
room for guests
Take engagement photos
Start looking at invitations
9-8 MONTHS OUT
Register for gifts
Purchase your
wedding gown
Select bridesmaid
dresses and
schedule fittings
Send save the dates
Meet with florists
7-5 MONTHS OUT
Book the
rehearsal dinner
venue
Order items
such as chairs,
linens, and
draperies
Book the honeymoon
Buy or rent groom’s
tuxedo
Begin premarital
counseling
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4-3 MONTHS OUT
Have final tasting
with caterer
Choose the cake
Buy wedding
bands
Choose the groomsman
attire and schedule fittings
Have a hair and makeup
trial run
Order invitations and hire
a calligrapher
Write vows and select
readings
2 MONTHS OUT
Send out
invitations
for both the
rehearsal dinner
and wedding ceremony
Have the first dress fitting
Pick up the marriage
license
Give song selections to
band or DJ
Buy small items such as
cake stand, guest book,
and a cake knife
WEDDING MONTH
Have final dress
fitting
Make all final
payments
Finalize
ceremony details with
officiant
Create seating chart and
reception layout
Break in wedding shoes
FINAL WEEK
Have hair done
along with
pedicure/
manicure
Pack for the honeymoon

PICKING THE PERFECT
BRIDESMAID DRESSES
Picking the perfect bridesmaid dresses can be hard, but it doesn’t
have to be. Here are a few rules to make sure everyone is happy while
looking and feeling their best!
• Keep Cost in Mind – Not everyone has the same budget.
Therefore, be mindful of what your bridesmaids can comfortably spend because paying for the dress is usually just the tip
of the iceberg when it comes to being a member of a wedding
party. Even consider taking a cue from the guys and renting
dresses for the occasion.
• Flatter the Figure – Much like how not everyone has the same
budget, not everyone has the same figure. If your bridesmaids
have a wide array of figures, consider providing a color swatch
and allow them to find their own dress. If you want a certain
silhouette, be open to alterations to make each girl feel comfortable.
• Consider the Venue – Is the wedding indoors or out? Is the
weather going to be hot or cold? Make sure the fabric matches
the season as much as the style. And don’t forget about footwear. If the surface is uneven such as a beach or grass, wear flats
or block heels for greater stability.
• Let them Accessorize – Let your bridesmaids pick their own
accessories to express their personalities. Or give each girl a
piece of jewelry to wear the day of the wedding that matches
their own unique style.
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WHERE TO SAVE AND WHERE TO
SPLURGE ON YOUR WEDDING
You’re getting married! Congratulations! Now the real work begins, and that work includes setting (and sticking to) a budget!
The good news is that there are plenty of places where you can save money and have it to splurge in other areas.
WHERE TO SAVE
• Flowers – Yes, flowers are important, but a little can
go a long way. Check out smaller florists or even grocery stores that make arrangements for the possibility
of better pricing.
• Invitations – There are many online options now
for designing invitations at a fraction of the cost of a
stationary store. Sites such as Minted and Canva have
numerous designs to choose from. Etsy is also a good
bet to find designs of all types.
• Wedding Favors – It is easy to go overboard with
favors, but depending on what you give, some guests
may not want it, they end up in the trash, or forgotten
at the end of the night.
• Cake and Desserts – By all means, have a cake, but
beautiful ones don’t have to break the budget. Most
guests never get around to eating dessert because they
are too busy on the dance floor.

WHERE TO SPLURGE
• Photographer – A wedding lasts a day, but the pictures
are for a lifetime. Get the best photographer(s) your
budget will allow.
• Venue – Your venue sets the tone for the wedding.
Also, don’t forget about the chairs and linens at the
venue. Chairs have a way of standing out if they don’t
match the setting.
• DJ/Band – Bad music can kill the mood, while a
good DJ or band will keep the dance floor hopping all
night long.
• Wedding Coordinator – You don’t want to be running
around on your wedding day worrying about details.
A wedding planner can help throughout the whole
process or hire a day-of or month-of wedding coordinator to make sure the day goes as planned.

available at

4901 Johnston St
(337) 981-0550
www.abryans.com
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ETERNAL BOND

BRITNI +
KARL
HER
Name: Britni Stutes Gerstner
Age: 31
Occupation: Sales at Gulf Coast
Machines, LLC
From: Lafayette, LA
HIM
Name: Karl Gerstner
Age: 35
Occupation: Reimbursement Associate for Tide Medical
From: Lafayette, LA, but has
lived in Italy, England, Bahrain,
Japan, Turkey, and Germany
HOW DID WE MEET?
In 2014, I went to a house party
at a mutual friend’s home. I was
forced by a friend to go to the
event because I was tired of
spending my time on men who
didn’t deserve it. I must have had
a good luck charm on me that
night because I met the man of
my dreams at that party as he
was my beer pong partner. After
showing off my amazing beer
pong skills that night, he asked
me out on a first date to Sakura
Sushi the next evening.
HOW DID HE KNOW SHE WAS
THE ONE?
We had been dating for a year
and we were visiting my sister in
Houston while attending a music
festival. One afternoon while
Leon Bridges was playing an
amazing set, we danced for two
hours in the hot, summer rain. In
the middle of our favorite song
called “Coming Home” he told
me, “you are everything that I
want in a forever partner.” After
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that I knew he was my forever
partner too.
TELL US ABOUT THE
PROPOSAL.
We took a trip to Seattle in June
of 2019 with one of my best
friends. The second to last day
of our trip, we went to Mount
Rainier and hiked eight miles to
the top of the mountain. While
looking at the most beautiful view on the top of Mount
Rainier, Karl got on one knee and
proposed with the most beautiful
pear shaped diamond ring.
TELL US ABOUT THE WEDDING.
Our wedding was on September
6, 2020, in Colorado Springs at
The Garden of The Gods, a beautiful National Natural Landmark.
With 150 people traveling from
Louisiana and other locations, the
wedding was absolutely stunning.
TELL US ABOUT THE
RECEPTION.
The reception was also on the
beautiful property of the Garden
of The Gods. During the reception we had some locals (seven
deer) who came and visited with
the guests.
TELL US ABOUT THE
HONEYMOON.
Because of Covid we did not take
a honeymoon directly afterwards,
but we do have our delayed honeymoon trip planned for Christmas
2021 in the south of France and
Italy. We are going to visit the cities
where my husband lived as a child.
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HOW TO CHOOSE
A VENUE
Most aspects of a wedding are optional such as who walks the bride
down the aisle and how many attendants to have, but one thing that is
not optional is the venue. After all, you must have somewhere for friends
and family to gather. But picking the perfect spot is tricky. Here are
some tips to make sure the venue is as perfect as your wedding day.

Great For
Weddings, Proms,
and Mardi Gras!

• Pick a venue that fits the vision you have. If you are thinking
about a modern ceremony, consider art galleries or a warehouse. If
you want a natural setting, think about parks, ranches, or gardens.
• Understand your budget. Costs for venues can vary greatly.
When planning your budget, allocate at least 10-15 percent to go
toward the venue. However, that can be upwards of 50 percent if
the venue includes everything.
• Know your guest list. Many couples underestimate how many
people they (or their parents) want to invite. Be sure there is room
for all, especially if almost everyone RSVPs that they will attend.
• Consider the guest experience. If you have a lot of out-of-town
guests or a destination wedding, consider a venue near a hotel or
be sure to let guests know how to find the wedding.
• Think about what is included. Some venues are full-service
while others allow you to bring in your own vendors. Be sure to
price out renting your own items versus the cost of the venue and
the items included.
• Stay true to yourself. Just because you fall in love with a wedding photo you see on Pinterest, does not mean it is perfect for
you in real life. Choose a venue that is authentic to you as a couple
and what feels right.

Call Us! (337) 235-1555

102 Saint Christopher St. Lafayette, LA 70506
Mon- Fri: 9:30AM-5:30PM Sat: 9AM-3PM
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The Price Is
Right At The
“Free Store”
BY AGENT SCOTT BRAZDA

AM A ZING K ID

MAKING HIS MARK IN
THE RODEO WORLD
BY AGENT SCOTT BRAZDA

In Abbeville, you’ll find The Free Store, and the name succinctly
explains just how the shop operates:
Folks in need come in, look for essential items, and pick things
up.... for free. As in, no cost. “Do they have to be unemployed? Do they
have to show you a tax return that says they only make two dollars a
year? Who can come by?” I ask Free Store founder Sabien Brown.
“I mean if they need it, they’re welcome to come,” smiles Brown,
an Abbeville High graduate. “I don’t really scrutinize it because if I
make it too bureaucratic, I might exclude people who really need it
and can’t get through the process.”
Sabien Brown opened The Free Store only three months ago, and
items available focus on the everyday basics such as soap, clothes, toys,
and formula. “And we’ve got lots of shoes, toiletries, hand sanitizers
and gloves, all courtesy of some very generous donors.”
Things have gone well, and even when there was a minor hiccup—a
weekend break-in and the theft of some items—Brown was very philosophical. “My guess is he thought he needed the stuff more than the clients who come here,” smiles Brown. “I just wish he would have asked.”
After cleaning and straightening, his two-day-a-week philanthropic
enterprise is up and running once again. Amazingly, Sabien Brown is
taking it all in stride, with a maturity that belies his age. “One day I
just asked myself, ‘What about the people who have next to nothing
and can’t afford the basic necessities?’ That’s how it all started.”
“It’s going great, way better than I expected,” adds Sabien, “and
people seem genuinely happy that I did this. I’m making some great
friends and creating relationships with lots of companies in the area,
and who knows where this might go?”
Pause. “Maybe another location? There are plenty of people to
help, you know.”
The Free Store is located at 803 North Lamar Street in Abbeville
and is open Tuesday and Friday afternoons.
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Jaden Broussard is 16 years old. He hunts, he fishes, he’s a good
student, and he’s a champion calf roper.
“You just have to make a smooth run, no mistakes,” explains
Broussard, giving me the keys to success as a roper, “and if you can do
that on every calf, you win pretty much everywhere you go.”
A junior at Teurlings Catholic High, Jaden Broussard has been
roping calves since he was 13. His father had dabbled in the ways of
the rodeo, so Jaden followed suit.
“My dad had always rodeoed whenever he was younger, and he
had always run some around the practice pen near the house,” recalls
Broussard. “Just watching him when I grew up, and I just kinda fell
into it.” Speaking of his dad---and in front of dad, too--- I ask Jaden
who was/is the better calf roper. “Well,” begins Jaden rather diplomatically, “Dad was pretty good, but I guess I’m doing pretty good,
too, right now.”
His first rodeo didn’t go so well, but the next one did; so, Jayden
began working the junior rodeo circuit from Louisiana to Texas to
Oklahoma, and even to South Dakota.
Trophies in the shape of belt buckles have begun to add up, with
his most recent bit of acclaim coming two weeks ago in Lincoln, Nebraska, at the National High School Rodeo finals.
“On my first one (attempt), I didn’t draw very good; my second
went better and I did 10; and on the third one, I finished 7th in the
world,” says Broussard.
He finished 7th on that day and was one of a handful of calf ropers
to get the job done in only eight seconds. Let’s get specific: 170 ropers from around the country took part, and Jaden Broussard beat 163
of them.
“It feels good.” Broussard smiles at first, but then takes a contemplative pause. “But it would have been better though to beat 169
of them.”
Next up for Broussard is another national event in December in
Las Vegas, and from there? “I’d like to keep rodeoing at least through
college and maybe a little more after that. We’ll just have to see.”
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Swimmer’s Ear
BY AGENT COURTNEY BABINEAUX

Coping During
Trying Times
I have been asked countless times over the last year and a half how
teens were doing during the pandemic. While there are always exceptions, a majority of the adolescents I see were doing pretty well…..at
first. Initially, like many adults, kids were enjoying the forced timeout
we all experienced to a degree. They were getting more sleep, finals did
not seem as daunting, and there was not the daily rush of activities to
manage. Then October 2020 came along and there was a decided shift
in the air. Kids’ hopes of getting “back to normal’’ once school started
did not happen. Instead, they were continuing to participate in hybrid
classes, online lessons, daily mask wearing, or continued alterations to
the way they took part in sports and extracurricular activities. There was
a marked increase in depression symptoms for a lot of our youth.
Fast forward to September 2021 and, although nothing is certain,
there is a real possibility that they will continue to face some of these
same challenges. Once again, they’ve likely been hoping that these
precautions were behind them as we all saw doses of ‘normalcy’ this
summer. So, how can we best help them navigate these challenging times? Help them recognize that this, albeit a long and difficult
journey, is temporary. Kids tend to think in ‘absolutes’; for example,
if they have a fight with one friend, they may state that “nobody likes
them.” This pattern of thinking is a hindrance when trying to cope
with difficulties or challenging situations. This is not our forever; it is
our right now. Work with kids on developing or fine tuning their coping skills, recognizing that the ones they used before may not be what
is helpful in current times. Be encouraging; listen to their frustrations,
their ideas. And, be observant; if you are concerned about depressive
symptoms such as changes in appetite or sleep patterns, irritability,
hopelessness, or you recognize their daily functioning has declined,
reach out for support – it’s out there for you and your kids.
Stacy J. Williams, MSW, LCSW is a partner of
Mayers Mental Health in Lafayette, LA, serving
adults, couples, children/adolescents and families.
Contact her at 337-453-3050 or mayersmentalhealth.com.
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Swimmer’s ear, also known as Otitis Externa, is an infection of
the outer ear and is common in the warmer months. It differs from
a middle ear infection, or Otitis Media, in that it does not involve
the middle of the ear or the eardrum. As you guessed by the name,
most children get it from swimming or just being in water. Because
the ear canals in children are smaller, water tends to pool inside the
canal. That water can sometimes have bacteria and/or fungus in it.
Also in children, the skin of the ear canal, tragus, and outer pinna
is extremely thin. In turn, it makes it very easy for bacteria and/or
fungus to pass through the skin and wreak havoc.
Children with swimmer’s ear tend to be in a lot of pain. Movement of the head, touching the affected ear, even pulling a shirt over
their head can cause intense pain. Another common symptom is
itching and swelling of the ear canal. Sometimes the ear canal is so
swollen the drops your primary care provider prescribed may not go
into the canal! (If this happens, call your provider for tips!) Drainage
from the ear can be expected in some cases.
Swimmer’s ear is treated with prescription ear
drops. It is not contagious and patients typically
do not run fever with it. If you have a child with
fever and ear pain, you should speak with your
provider. Swimming or submerging in water is
not usually recommended until the completion
of the prescribed medicine.
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SOPHIE SAYS

Traveling Safely with Pets
in the Car
BY AGENT TAYLOR GEIGER

Whether you take your pet along for family holidays, a nature walk,
or just to the vet, proper pet safety measures in the car are incredibly
important. For pet owners, car safety is paramount “to protect the
pet and to protect themselves as well as others who are driving on the
road,” explains Dr. Trisha Marullo of Broussard Veterinary Clinic.
“With the advent of pet seatbelts, the safest place for pets to travel
is the back seat or in a secured crate,” Dr. Marullo advises, explaining
that the front seat can be dangerous to pets if the airbags deploy during an accident. If owners elect to use a crate, it should be secured so
as not to become a moving projectile in case of a crash.
When traveling with a pet, there are many other important considerations to include, and some things to always avoid. “The do’s include
having leashes, bowls, water, and food for your pet, especially on long
trips where you may have a traffic delay. Also, make sure you know if
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you are going to an area that has different parasite burdens, such as
ticks, that your pet has the appropriate prevention. Make sure to bring
extra supplies of any medications, many states will not allow veterinarians to call in prescriptions and you may need to see a vet in that state
before you can get a refill,” advises Dr. Marullo.
When it comes to things to avoid, “Don’t ever leave your dog in
a hot car or in a car unattended. I have seen Pop-A-Lock called and
many windows broken over people whose dogs have locked themselves
in a car,” Dr. Marullo explains.
Similar to traveling with small children, traveling with your pet
can be fun and rewarding, or in some cases absolutely necessary, but
responsible pet parents do need to take precautions to protect their
four-legged children, other passengers, and other people on the road.
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SHELTER LIFE
WEST FELICIANA ANIMAL HUMANE SOCIETY
Founded in August 2012,
the West Feliciana Animal Humane Society works to not only
care for lost pets as staff members search for their owners,
but also finds loving homes for
those animals up for adoption.
So far in 2021, 100 dogs
and puppies along with 78 cats
and kittens have found forever
homes thanks to the adoption
efforts at WFAHS. According
to staff, potential adopters come
from not only West Feliciana,
but throughout Louisiana, and
neighboring states. Both dogs
and cats spend an average of five
weeks at the humane society before finding a forever home.
Animals available for adoption can be found online at various
adoption sites such as PetFinder, RescueMe, and Adopt-A-Pet along
with the WFAHS Facebook page and WFAHS.org. All potential
adopters must complete an application for the purpose of fitting the
right pet with the right family.
Additionally, the West Feliciana Animal Humane Society aims
to educate local youth about animal welfare through schools, scout
groups, and the Internet. WFAHS volunteers bring animals to local
events throughout the year to spread awareness about animal control,
proper pet care, and how the community can become involved in the
solution of controlling the pet population of West Feliciana.
On average, the number of volunteers and board members who are
active within the organization on a weekly basis number approximately
20. If you would like to volunteer, there are several ways to do so
including serving in a fostering role. Pet foster parents care for animals
who are too old, too young, sick, or stressed by living in a shelter
environment. Other areas of volunteer involvement include donating
supplies, following the organization on social media, and spaying and
neutering your own pets.
To learn more about the West Feliciana Animal Humane Society
in order to volunteer or search for adoptable pets, visit them at
WFAHS.org or on Facebook at facebook.com/WestFelicianaAnimalHumaneSociety.
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Bone -a- Files

Paisley, Parker, Piper, and Su
Ages: Paisley and Parker are
both six, Piper and Su are three
Breed: Maltese
Owner: Tayler Monique
What is your pet’s favorite toy,
chew, snack? Our favorite treats
are soft Milk Bones and our
favorite toys come in our Bark
Box every month!
Favorite thing you pet likes
to do? We love golf cart
rides and weekends spent in
Hackberry fishing!
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Trip Anxiety
More and more people treat
their dogs like family and that
means traveling with them on
vacations and to see family. But,
just like some people, dogs can
get anxious when it comes to
being in unfamiliar settings. The
good news is that there are ways
of combating these fears in our
furry friends.
According to the American
Kennel Club, fear-related anxiety
can be caused by a myriad of
things such as loud noises,
strange situations, and visual
stimuli. Signs of anxiety in dogs
include aggression, panting,
destructive behavior, excessive
barking, restlessness, pacing, and
repetitive behaviors.
The good news is there are
several ways to prevent and treat
anxiety in dogs. One of the best
ways to prevent anxiety is to
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know what it looks like so it can
be dealt with early. You can do
this by understanding and reading your dog’s body language.
You can also prevent anxiety by
having proper socialized your

dog. This means taking him or
her to meet new people, new
dogs, and visit new places before
taking that big trip. Start small
and gradually build up as your
dog becomes more comfort-

able. Obedience training is also
essential to avoiding anxiety by
establishing trust. A well-trained
dog is much more likely to be
well-behaved in new situations.
After getting to your destination, be sure to have a plan for
your pet if you are going to have
to be out for a bit such as to go
to a dinner or a wedding. This
will help cut down on the anxiety of being alone. If you must
be away from your pet, locate
a dog sitting service or daycare
facility so your dog is not left
unattended.
Additionally, try to keep as
close to a routine as possible
as you would have at home.
Be sure to bring a few favorite
toys and walk and feed the dog
on the same schedule to help
reduce the anxiety of being in a
new location.
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ADOPT A PET, SAVE A LIFE
AAA
ACADIANA ANIMAL AID

L ASCCI

LAFAYETTE ANIMAL SHELTER &
CARE CENTER

ANGELICA
Angelica is as pretty as her name and ready for a home
of her own. This adult collie mix is black, brown, and
white and full of energy and love. She is up to date on
vaccinations and looking for a home.

COMET
Comet is a three-year-old old Lab/Pit mix. He is an
amazing dog, handsome and sweet. He gets along with
most dogs but doesn’t like cats. Comet is house trained
and good with kids. He is such a happy dog and has so
much love to give. We are waiving his adoption fee due
to length of stay.

HICCUP
Hiccup is a wonderful dog with a cute name. This male
Australian Shepherd is a just a puppy full of love. Ideally,
he will need a setting so he can burn off some energy.
He is good with dogs and children.

RAVEN
She is an American Bulldog mix approximately four years
old. She is ok with some dogs but is doggie selective.
She hasn’t spent much time indoors so she will need some
training.

VERMILION
This sweet dog is a Louisiana girl through and through.
Vermilion is a Labrador Retriever mix made up of beautiful
tan colors. She will make the perfect companion for you
and your family.

HOBO
Look deep into his beautiful eyes and see what a great
dog he is. Hobo is a very dignified, adult male Husky
mix. He has a medium coat made up of black, white, and
cream fur. Take hm home today.

QUEEN
She will be queen of your castle. Queen is a domestic
short hair who is good with other cats and children. She
has short, brown, and chocolate fur and will make the
perfect addition to your home (or castle).

AAA
Acadiana Animal Aid is a no-kill animal adoption center for dogs and cats.
Volunteers and staff are fueled by passion and the responsibility to educate,
advocate, rescue, shelter and protect animals until they all have a home.
Dog adoptions are $205, and they’re vaccinated, spayed, or neutered, on
heartworm preventative and microchipped. Cats are Feline Leukemia and
Feline Immunodeficiency negative and vaccinated for the viruses, rabies
vaccinated, dewormed, and microchipped. Find more pets and an application
at acadiananimalaid.org or call 337-896-1553 for information.
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TROOPER
Trooper is a large 50-pound American Pit Bull Terrier. He
is a one-year-old who has a great smile and will make a
wonderful addition to any family and home.
ALEX
Alex is an adult three-year-old Terrier and Australian
Cattle dog who has a lot of energy to run and play. He
will do well in a home with a larger yard but is a sweet
dog looking for a family of his own.
EARL
If you are looking for a large puppy, Earl fits that bill. He
is a rambunctious four-month-old Labrador Retriever who
is looking for a forever home. Earl has lots of energy and
will make a great addition to your family.
SLYLEE
Slylee is a one-month-old kitten who is a domestic short
hair. Right now, she is extra small only weighing about
two pounds, but she is happy and healthy and would
love to go home with you.

LASCCI
Lafayette Animal Shelter & Care Center (LASCC) is the municipal animal shelter
serving the two and four-legged residents of Lafayette Parish. Our mission is
to find, protect, and serve the citizens and animals of Lafayette Parish through
community engagement and innovative methods to obtain harmony between
the two. All dogs are spayed/neutered, fully vaccinated, and microchipped.
Adoption fee is $35 for dogs and $25 for cats. All adoptions are free for military
veterans and senior citizens. We are open M-F 8am-5pm and on Saturdays from
12pm-2pm and the approved adopter can leave with the pet of their choice on
the same day! Come by and see us at our new location at 410 N Dugas Road.
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Maddie’s Footprints
Hits Impressive Milestone
Since its inception in 2010, Maddie’s Footprints has helped more
than 1,800 families in Acadiana cope with the loss of a child through
miscarriage, stillbirths, or the death of an infant. Now, the organization has reached an impressive milestone by paying out more than
$1,000,000 in assistance for funeral or medical bills.
Established by Travis and Lori McGrew in memory of their
daughter Madeline Noelle, the nonprofit assists families by providing
funds for end-of-life expenses as well as additional counseling for
those in crisis. Additionally, Maddie’s also offers peer-to-peer support
groups for parents in need of talking with others who have experience similar situations.
Maddie’s relies on the generosity of the community as well as
two main fundraisers to fund its mission. “Acadiana is unique in that
people really do pull together when you need something, and we have
been very blessed in our 11 years. We’ve never had to turn anyone
away who needed help,” says Executive Director Evie Couvillon.
“We assist any family regardless of income. No parent should have
to go through losing a child. We help give the child a dignified burial
while letting the parents grieve,” adds Couvillon.
For more on Maddie’s Footprints and to volunteer or donate, visit
maddiesfootprints.org.

Looking to
give your clients
that lightbulb
moment?

Brighten up your online
presence with Firefly Marketing.
marketwithfirefly.com • 337.269.0299
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Hospice of Acadiana’s
Calcutta House
When designing their newest addition, Calcutta House, Hospice
of Acadiana left no stone unturned. “We toured facilities across the
country asking what they would do again and what they would not do
again,” explains Kacee Thompson, executive director of the Hospice of
Acadiana Foundation, Inc.
The result is an end-of-life in-patient hospice house that is
extremely well thought out while being patient and family focused.
From the placement of storage cabinets and light fixtures to the color
scheme and bed alignment, every aspect of Calcutta House has a purpose and is meant to create a home-like atmosphere for those in their
final days. “We wanted it to be comfortable and familiar and not so
institutional,” says Thompson.
The nonprofit spent the previous two years fundraising for the
project which took only 11 months to complete. Now, Calcutta House
is ready to open its doors. The facility includes 12 private patient suites
divided into three pods; a chapel; family kitchen, dining, and living
areas; and a family consultation room.
According to Thompson, the average length of stay in a facility
such as Calcutta House is approximately four days meaning the facility
will care for about 700 patients each year. “We started off with 10
beds, but everyone said if you are going to do 10, you need to do 12.
We said we want to do it right and when we changed the plans, the
budget increased, and the community answered” exclaims Thompson.
“This is a community hospice. It was built by the people of this city
and the parishes it supports. We are very anxious to be able to provide
a service that is so desperately needed.”
Calcutta House (the name pays tribute to Mother Theresa) will begin
accepting patients this fall whose conditions can’t be managed at home
and those who either don’t have a home or caregiver. “Calcutta House
gives us a little more flexibility,” says Thompson. “It will give the individual a little more dignity for their final days. I think everyone deserves that.”
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BAND BUZZ

Sixfigure

IS AT THE TOP OF HIS GAME WITH NEW SINGLE “OJ”
BY AGENT ERIN HOLDEN

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Rachel Dunphy
BY AGENT ERIN HOLDEN

Artist Rachel Dunphy’s paintings, whether they are delicately
rendered landscapes or close studies
of Louisiana wildlife (pelicans are her
most requested), combine abstract
details with realism. If you’d like to
see how she achieves her signature
style, you can watch her painting
Bob Ross-style on social media.
“Most of the paintings are what
I call ‘Rachelfied,’ in that I’ll paint
the sky in an abstract way, but as
you get closer to the centerpiece,
I’ll have more [concrete] details there,” she explains.
Dunphy was working as a gymnastics coach when she began painting for friends on the side. They’d present her with photos of very
expensive artwork for her to make a reproduction and were all amazed
at her ability to replicate them. Even though her work was praised,
she was always wary of sharing her work publicly until one day she
mustered the courage to post one of her signature pelican paintings.
From that time onward she has been incredibly busy with commissioned pieces and is now finishing up her biggest project yet for a new
business in the Oil Center.
Each of her pieces are framed by her father, artist Craig Landry,
and the titles of all her marsh landscapes are translated into Cajun
French with the help of her grandfather.
“I’m having fun. It has also given me a lot of peace and it really helps
with my grieving,” says Dunphy, referring to the loss of her husband.
Paintings of striking sunsets are the ones closest to her heart, as they
remind her of the beautiful moments she shared with her late husband,
especially the sunset they watched together on their wedding day.
“My husband was so cute. He went and saw a weather person
to pinpoint the exact time in the month that had the most beautiful
sunset for our wedding that October,” recalls Dunphy. “Every single
painting that I do, I put his initials really tiny inside of the left-hand
corner. I just feel like I’m taking him with me on this journey.”
Dunphy hopes this journey will eventually lead to her own gallery/
home studio, and she is currently staying busy by selling her work
online. You can find her on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram @
Rachey912, or email her at racheldunphy.art@gmail.com for inquiries.
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Singer and rap artist Sixfigure has been on the scene for years,
originally writing country music, a genre he listened to under his
mother’s influence. Though he is well-versed in many genres and has
no ill-will toward country music traditions, once he found his sound
and artistic identity three years ago, Sixfigure hasn’t looked back.
“I grew up on rap music,” said Sixfigure. “With country music,
I can’t see myself jumping up and down on the stage, performing in
front of people with the crowd going crazy. If my end goal was being
happy, it had to be rap.”
The name Sixfigure came about when a friend of his commented
on the artist’s hustle when it comes to making money. It immediately
felt right to the New Iberia native, who owns several foreign cars, a
testament to his endless ambition.
Before he’d even adopted the name, folks in downtown Lafayette
were starting to hear the first rap song he’d ever recorded, and he was
getting lots of praise for it.
“I made the rap song, and a few people played it in the club. I was
like, this is what I’m supposed to do,” said the rapper, who also credits his 2018 single “Forever Gone” for really jump-starting his career.
“I wrote “Forever Gone” with my guitar,” said Sixfigure (he’s also a
proficient piano player and drummer). “And we made the beat. Shortly
after that, a manager from Atlanta who was working with Nicki Minaj,
hit me up and he was like, ‘Hey man, I love everything about you.’
Later we made the music video and then from there it just all took off.”
Sixfigure recently came out with another hit, “OJ,” that explores the
often-opposing narratives of a breakup; it also happens to be a catchy
drinking song that will stay in your head for days on end. You can check
out his music on all major streaming services and follow him on Instagram
@iamsixfigure for the latest news on live shows and newly released singles.
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Bobby Novosad is DJing poolside for H2O at the Gold
Nugget in Lake Charles and reading his 008 Magazine!
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